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Abbreviations 

 
ANOVA Analysis of Variance 
AMPA α-Amino-3-hydroxy-5-Methyl-4-isoxazolePropionic Acid 
CCI Chronic Constriction Injury 
CGRP Calcitonin Gene-Related Protein 
CNS Central Nervous System 
CPIP Chronic Post Ischemia Pain 
CRPS Complex Regional Pain Syndrome 
DLF DorsoLateral Funiculus 
DPO Days Post Operative 
DRG Dorsal Root Ganglion 
DRT Dorsal Root Transection 
EA Electro-Acupuncture 
EAA Excitatory Amino Acid 
FBSS Failed Back Surgery Syndrome 
GABA Gamma-Amino Butyric Acid 
Glu Glutamate 
HLA Human Leukocyte Antigen 
IAA Inhibitory Amino Acid 
IASP International Association for the Study of Pain 
i.t. intrathecal 
LTD Long Term Depression 
LTP Long Term Potentiation 
MAPK Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase 
MHC Major Histocompatability Complex 
MPE Maximum Possible Effect  
NMDA N-methyl D-aspartate 
NS Nociceptive Specific 
PCP Phenylcycline 
PWT Paw Withdrawal Threshold 
SD Sprague-Dawley 
SCS Spinal Cord Stimulation 
SP Substance P 
SSEP Somato Sensory Evoked Potential 
TCA Tricyclic Antidepressants 
TNF Tumor Necrosis Factor 
TTX TetraodonToXine 
VRT Ventral Root Transection 
WDR Wide Dynamic Range 
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Neuropathic pain 

Neuropathic pain has been defined by the IASP as: “pain initiated or caused by a 

primary lesion or dysfunction in the nervous system” [132]. Hence, neuropathic 

pain can be the result of an injury or dysfunction affecting the peripheral or 

central nervous system as a consequence of direct damage to the nerve, an 

infection (herpes zoster) or a metabolic disease (diabetes). Neuropathic pain is 

pathological and constitutes a maladaptive response to a previous injury. This in 

contrast to nociceptive pain, which functions as a protection mechanism to 

prevent any further damage. To diagnose neuropathic pain and distinguish it from 

nociceptive pain it is helpful to analyse the exact quality of somatosensory 

abnormalities. Patients with neuropathic pain almost always have areas of 

abnormal sensation or hypersensitivity in the affected area. The abnormal 

sensations can be presented as spontaneous positive symptoms or paraestesias 

(i.e. skin crawling sensations or tingling) and spontaneous (not stimulus-induced) 

ongoing pain (shooting electrical and/or burning sensations). Many patients with 

neuropathic pain also have evoked pain (i.e. stimulus-induced pain and 

hypersensitivity). Patients usually report mechanical and thermal hypersensitivity. 

Two types of hypersensitivity can be distinguished. First, allodynia is defined 

according to the IASP as pain due to a stimulus which does not normally provoke 

pain. In cases of mechanical allodynia, even gentle mechanical stimuli such as 

slight bending of hairs or the touch of clothing can evoke severe pain. Second, 

hyperalgesia is defined as an increased response to a stimulus which is normally 

painful, such as a pin prick or exaggerated pain due to heat or cold. 

The availability of experimental animal models have increased the knowledge of 

the molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying neuropathic pain. These 

animal models, which are almost exclusively based on neuropathic pain induced 

by a peripheral nerve injury, show comparable signs of hypersensitivity to 

stimulus-induced pain like mechanical and thermal stimuli as seen in man [95]. 

However spontaneous pain related behaviors presented in animal models of 

neuropathic pain are still under debate. The hypersensitivity to induced stimuli 

are the result from an increase in the sensitivity of primary afferent nociceptors in 

the vicinity of the injury (peripheral sensitization) [12,166] and from increased 

excitability of pain transmission neurons located in the spinal cord (central 

sensitization) [234]. As a consequence, the response of a pain transmission 

neuron to a stimulus is increased. For instance, one of the major pain transmission 

neurons in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, the wide dynamic range (WDR) 

neurons have shown to exhibit higher spontaneous discharge rates and increased 

after-discharges to non-noxious stimuli in animals with neuropathic pain 

[159,163]. Increased spinal release of the excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate 

from the sensitized peripheral afferents is thought to be the initiator of central 

sensitization.  
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Perception and nociception  

Perception begins in the periphery, where the peripheral terminals of primary 

sensory afferent fibers respond to a variety of stimuli and conveys this information 

to the dorsal horn of the spinal cord. There are three main types of sensory fibers 

in the peripheral nervous system, AδI-fibers, AβI-fibers and C-fibers. Each has 

different properties allowing them to respond to and transmit different types of 

sensory information. Aβ-fibers are large, rapidly conducting myelinated fibers. 

These fibers have low activation threshold and normally respond to light touch 

and are responsible for conveying innocuous tactile information and thus do not 

contribute to pain. By contrast, small diameter, unmyelinated slow conducting C-

fibers and medium diameter, thinly myelinated more rapidly conducting Aδ-fibers 

have high activation thresholds and respond to noxious stimuli. Both AδI- and C-

fibers can be termed as nociceptors or ‘pain fibers’, mediating rapid, acute pain 

and the delayed diffuse, dull pain respectively. All central terminals of primary 

afferent fibers terminate in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, which is organized 

into different laminae.  

These laminae can be distinguished based on their characteristic morpho-

anatomical qualities as defined by Molander in the rat [146]. Most nociceptive 

AδI- and C-fibers terminate in the superficial laminae I-II (or substantia gelatinosa), 

whereas Aβ-fibers predominately innervate laminae III-V [213]. In the substantia 

gelatinosa, nociceptive-specific (NS) pain transmission neurons are located and 

receive input from AδI- and C-fibers only. Cells which receive input exclusively 

from Aβ-fibers are proprioceptive, only respond to touch and are located in 

laminae III-VI. A second type of neuron, the WDR which is predominantly found 

in lamina V, receives input from all three types of sensory fibers. Finally, these 

transmission neurons will project the signals to higher brain centers for the 

perception of pain or light touch.  

The normal signal transduction from the periphery to higher brain centers is 

coordinated at the level of the spinal cord where the spinal cord acts as a “pain 

gate”. Opening and/or closing of the gate is a balanced process between 

excitation and inhibition. The main excitatory amino acids (EAA) in the nervous 

system are glutamate and aspartate and are released from the primary afferents 

neuron endings. The transmission neurons are under local modulation of Gamma-

Amino Butyric Acid (GABA) releasing interneurons (Figure 1.1). GABA is the main 

inhibitory neurotransmitter in the central nervous system and GABAergic 

interneurons can be found in abundance in the superficial layers of the dorsal 

horn [214]. GABA is thought to exert its effect both through inhibition of pre-

synaptic release of EAAs and post-synaptic by hyperpolarizing post-synaptic 

neurons. Stimulation of pre-synaptic GABAB receptors by GABA suppresses EAA 

release through the inhibition of Ca2+ influx [139]. Post-synaptically, GABA exerts 

its effect mainly through the GABAA receptor and binding results in an increased 

Cl- influx. This Cl- influx hyperpolarizes the cell, thereby decreasing the likelihood 
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of that neuron propagating an action potential [16] (Figure 1.1). Under 

physiological conditions the excitation and inhibition are in balance and the 

spinal pain gate functions correctly. When this balance is disturbed, for example 

due to damage to peripheral nerves, the spinal pain gate remains open which may 

result in the development of neuropathic pain [45]. 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Pre- and postsynaptic effect of GABA on signal transduction. Binding of GABA, released 

from a GABAergic interneuron, to the pre-synaptic GABAB receptor results in an influx of Ca
2+. This 

Ca2+ influx results in a decreased glutamate (Glu) release from the pre-synaptic terminals. Binding of 

GABA to the post-synaptic GABAA receptor will result in the influx of Cl
- in the post-synaptic cell, 

thereby hyperpolarizing the post-synaptic neuron. Both the decreased glutamate release from primary 

afferents and hyperpolarisation of a post-synaptic transmission neuron result in a decreased signal 

transduction. 

 

Molecular aspects of neuropathic pain 

The increased synaptic efficacy, or central sensitization of post-synaptic neurons 

in the dorsal horn largely depends on the activation of postsynaptic N-methyl-D-

aspartic acid (NMDA) receptors [237] and trafficking of the α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-

methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptor from the cytosol to the post-

synaptic membrane. NMDA receptors can be found in abundance in the brain 

and spinal cord and are crucial for neuronal communication and synaptic 

function. Different NMDA receptors have been identified based on their sub-unit 
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composition. Until now, seven sub-units have been identified: one NR1, four NR2 

(A-D) and two NR3 (A and B). Most native NMDA receptors appear to function as 

heterotetrameric assemblies composed of two NR1 and two NR2 subunits. The 

NMDA receptors are therefore NR2-containing receptors in which NR1/NR2 

heterodimers appear to be the functional unit [25]. In particular, the assembly of 

NR1 and the NR2B sub-unit are thought to play a crucial role in the occurrence of 

central sensitization and neuropathic pain [65,80]. They can be found in the 

superficial dorsal horn [140] but are also present on many other spinal neurons  

[116].  

 

 

 

Figure 1.2. (A) Na+ influx through the AMPA receptor is not enough to result in excitation. (B) 

Induction of central sensitization. The central terminals of primary afferents release the 

neurotransmitter glutamate (Glu). Glutamate binds to ionotropic AMPA and NMDA receptors. Through 

removal of the Mg2+ block of the NMDA receptor, Ca2+ influx increases, resulting in activation 

(phosporylation) of the NMDA and AMPA receptors by proteinkinases. Activated NMDA receptors 

become permeable to Na+, thereby contributing to the signal transduction. The increased Ca2+ 

furthermore results in the trafficking of AMPA and NMDA receptors to the cell membrane.  

 

 

Normal glutamatergic synaptic transmission occurs through non-NMDA receptors 

such as the AMPA receptor. NMDA receptor contribution is limited due to the 

voltage-dependent Mg2+ block acting on the NMDA receptor [128]. As a result of 

the increased afferent input the Mg2+ block is removed, initiating the activation of 
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protein kinases through the influx of Ca2+, altering channel opening time of the 

NMDA and AMPA receptor through receptor phosphorylation and promotion of 

trafficking of AMPA and NMDA receptors to the synaptic membrane [82,236]. 

This results in a hypersensitive state of that neuron to input from primary afferents 

and neuropathic pain (Figure 1.2). 

Alongside the activation of the NMDA receptor, the inhibitory system is impaired 

and animals with a nerve injury show a reduction in the level of GABA [78] and 

its synthesizing enzyme glutamate decarboxylase [147] in the dorsal horn. 

Therefore, the hypersensitivity in animal models with a peripheral nerve injury is 

attributed to the increased activation of the NMDA receptor and the impaired 

GABAergic inhibition [45].  

Taken together, increased hypersensitivity through activation of NMDA receptors, 

trafficking of AMPA receptors and impaired GABAergic inhibition in the dorsal 

horn of the spinal cord results in an permanent opening of the spinal pain gait 

resulting in neuropathic pain.  

 

Complex Regional Pain Syndrome 

Already in the 19th century, Claude Bernard described symptoms of neuropathic 

pain associated with intense autonomic dysregulation in soldiers from the 

American Civil War, which later became to know as “causalgia” or Complex 

Regional Pain Syndrome (CRPS) type 2 (CRPS-2). In patients with CRPS, 

neuropathic pain predominates and is frequently associated with positive sensory 

symptoms, including allodynia and hyperalgesia [235] and is furthermore 

characterized by autonomic and motor disturbances [133]. The incidence of 

CRPS ranges from 5.5 to 26.2 per 100.000 person years [39,177] and 

predominantly affects women. The current IASP diagnostic criteria make a 

distinction between CRPS type 1 (CRPS-1) (formally known as Reflex Sympathetic 

Dystrophy), where there is no clear cause of the syndrome and CRPS-2 where 

there is clear evidence of nerve injury [133]. The underlying mechanisms of CRPS 

are largely unknown, although hyperactivity of the autonomic nervous system is 

often suggested to be associated with CRPS. Furthermore, other mechanisms 

besides increased activity of the sympathetic nervous system may also account for 

signs of sweating, trophic changes and vasoconstriction [51,63,212] as 

sympatholytic blocks are not always successful [23]. The neuropathic pain in 

patients with CRPS can be the result of peripheral and central sensitization, as 

damaged sensory neurons may barrage the dorsal horn with input, resulting in 

spontaneous pain, allodynia and hyperalgesia. On the other hand, in patients with 

CRPS-1, where there are no clear signs of nerve damage, local and/or central 

inflammatory processes are thought to play a pivotal role [198]. Fluid from blisters 

on the affected extremities of CRPS-1 patients reveals pro-inflammatory mediators 

like interleukin-6 and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) [77]. Also the presence 
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of pro-inflammatory cytokines interleukin-1I and TNF- α in the central nervous 

system are reported in CRPS-1 patients [1,219].  

Numerous experimental animal models of CRPS have been developed in rats 

based on clinical observations. These models entail direct damage to the 

peripheral nerve (sciatic nerve or its branches) [10,41,54,187,230], the spinal 

nerve [92,189] or Dorsal Root Ganglion (DRG) [200] and mimic the clinical signs 

like pain, vasomotor changes, oedema and motor/trophic changes to some extent. 

Because of the induced direct damage to the nerves, these animal models can be 

best described as examples of CRPS type 2. Also attempts have been undertaken 

to model CRPS type 1. One of the first models, the L5 Ventral Root Transection 

(L5 VRT) model was introduced in the rat in 2002 [107]. In order to evaluate the 

role of inflammation in the absence of any direct damage to sensory neurons, Li 

and colleagues developed an animal rat model in which only the L5 ventral motor 

axons were transected [107]. Hence, sensory afferents located on the dorsal root 

remained intact. They demonstrated that signs of neuropathic pain (mechanical 

allodynia and thermal hyperalgesia) could develop without direct damage to 

primary sensory neurons as long as their peripheral axons are exposed to an 

environment of Wallerian degeneration. Two other examples of animal models for 

CRPS-1 are the tibial fracture model [64] and the chronic post-ischemia pain 

model [28]. Both models exhibit signs of mechanical allodynia, thermal 

hyperalgesia and oedema.  

The term syndrome is derived from the Greek word sundromè and means “run 

together” and as many syndromes CRPS is seen as a multifactorial disease. In such 

a disease, environmental and genetic factors both play a role during the 

development of CRPS. The first link between CRPS and a possible genetic factor 

was provided by Mailis and Wade [122] and since then the role of genes that 

might predispose to the development of CRPS have been appreciated [40,62,89]. 

These genes are associated with the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) system, 

which is part of the major histocompatability complex (MHC) and are thought to 

mainly predispose for the occurrence of dystonia in CRPS-1 patients. Although no 

association was reported between the HLA system and neuropathic pain in these 

patients, certain allelic variants of the MHC could influence susceptibility to the 

development of neuropathic pain in rats [46]. To study the contribution of genetic 

factors in a disease one can use family or twin studies. At the experimental level 

most genetic studies use mice. The laboratory mouse is exceptionally suitable for 

this purpose because it displays easy mutagenesis and over 95% of the mouse 

genome is similar to that in human [37,158]. Furthermore, a wide range of inbred 

strains of mice are available which allows genetic control within a strain. Genetic 

variability between strains can also be compared. Different mouse strains have 

been reported to respond different to the induction of pain, thereby indicating a 

variability between strains [144]. For instance, after a peripheral nerve injury, the 

129 mouse strain was more susceptible to the manifestation of mechanical 

hypersensitivity as compared to the C57BL/6 mouse strain [144]. By determining 
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genetic predispositions to neuropathic pain, pharmacogenomics holds the 

promise of an individually tailored approach, not only to the effective treatment of 

neuropathic pain, but also in the prevention of unwanted reactions and adverse 

effects.  

 

Treatment of neuropathic pain 

Because neuropathic pain is reported to be the most debilitating symptom of 

CRPS, treatment of the pain is the first priority. Although different treatment 

strategies are proposed for the treatment of neuropathic pain in patients with 

CRPS [204,205], the evidence for effective pain relief remains limited. The most 

commonly used drugs in neuropathic pain as in CRPS are the tricyclic 

antidepressants (TCAs). The TCA amitriptyline has the best documented efficacy 

in the treatment of neuropathic pain [18], although there is no evidence that TCAs 

are effective in reducing pain in patients with CRPS-1 [160].The antiepileptic drug 

gabapentin (Neurontin) is effective in the treatment of painful diabetic neuropathy 

and postherpetic neuralgia [4], probably by inhibiting the glutamate release [27]. 

However, its efficacy in CRPS-1 and CRPS-2 has not been proven [5,221]. Other 

drugs, like the I2-adrenergic agonist clonidine and theIGABAB receptor agonist 

baclofen have shown to contribute to the pain relieve in patients with neuropathic 

pain [73,168]. Another drug which is reported to be effective in neuropathic pain 

is ketamine. Ketamine, a non-competitive NMDA-receptor antagonist, is used in a 

sub-anaesthetic dose and is appreciated in a wide range of pain settings [224] 

since the 1960s. Although appreciated, the clinical evidence in successful pain 

relief is moderate to weak [30,74,192]. In animal models of neuropathic pain, 

ketamine was able to reduce pain related behavior and decreased dorsal horn 

neuronal hyperactivity [126,152,165]. Ketamine exerts its effect through the 

binding to the phenylcycline (PCP) site inside the NMDA receptor thereby 

blocking the Ca2+ influx [170]. Although it has been suggested that ketamine may 

mediate its analgesic effect through other receptors like the opiod receptor in the 

central nervous system (CNS) [31], the high affinity of ketamine for the NMDA 

makes it likely that the analgesic effect of ketamine acts primarily through the 

NMDA receptor [49,130].  

Because of the widespread distribution of the NMDA receptor in the CNS, the use 

of ketamine as an analgesic is hampered by a variety of clinical side effects. These 

include hallucinations, dizziness, vivid dreams and confusion [38], and thus 

ketamine is not used as a standard therapy to treat neuropathic pain. Even though 

there is solid evidence for pharmacotherapeutic treatment, there are still a large 

group of patients that are pharmaco-resistant and thereby do not receive adequate 

treatment. These patients might benefit from neuromodulation of the central 

nervous system, for instance spinal cord stimulation.  
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Spinal Cord Stimulation
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In 1995, Meyerson and colleagues developed and experimental animal model of 

neuropathic pain and SCS in the rat [135]. With this animal model, which used 

SCS parameters comparable to that used in patients a comparable percentage of 

responders to SCS was noted as observed in patients with CRPS and FBSS 

[85,101]. This animal model made it possible to study the effect of SCS on 

neuropathic pain at the cellular and biochemical level. For instance, it was shown 

that SCS resulted in a decreased tactile hypersensitivity (responders to SCS) and 

this correlated with increased extracellular GABA levels in the dorsal horn in rats 

with neuropathic pain [206]. Subsequent experiments revealed that SCS induced 

a decrease in the extracellular EAAs glutamate and aspartate in the dorsal horn 

and an increase in GABA levels in animals with neuropathic pain [36]. 

Interestingly, in animals with neuropathic pain that did not responded to SCS 

(non-responders), both levels of EAAs and GABA were almost unaffected by SCS 

[36,206]. The SCS induced EAA decrease in SCS responders could be prevented 

through the intrathecal application of a selective GABAB antagonist (CGP 55845) 

[36]. Furthermore, the intrathecal application of baclofen or gabapentin could 

potentiate the attenuation of neuropathic pain by SCS [35,231] Electro-

physiological evidence showed that in rats with neuropathic pain, SCS induced 

long lasting depression of hyper-excitable WDRs by attenuating both spontaneous 

and evoked after-discharges [242] and that SCS at the same time reduced the C-

fiber evoked central sensitization [232]. These results indicate a spinal segmental 

modulation of excitatory and inhibitory molecules to be pivotal in the 

mechanisms underlying the pain relieving effects of SCS. From a clinical point of 

view this was further substantiated by a combination of SCS and local intrathecal 

administration of baclofen in patients with neuropathic pain [109,179]. 

Although the primary effect of SCS has been attributed to the antidromic 

activation of ascending dorsal column fibers inducing segmental neurochemical 

changes in the dorsal horn, there is evidence that orthodromic activation occurs 

involving supraspinal mechanisms via a loop in which the descending 

dorsolateral funiculus (DLF) plays a role in the attenuation of neuropathic pain 

[53,173].  

Despite the success of spinal cord stimulation in patients with FBSS or CRPS-1, 

approximately 40% of patients with a permanent implanted SCS device report 

unsatisfactory pain relief [85,86] and patients with good pain relief report that the 

beneficial effect of SCS dissolves over time [87,88]. Furthermore, 30% of patients 

do not respond to the mandatory trial SCS and thereby do not receive a 

permanent implant [85,99]. Taken together, there is still the need for 

improvement on the SCS therapy in neuropathic pain syndromes. 

 

Improvement of SCS in the treatment of neuropathic pain 

An important issue in further improvement of SCS as treatment for neuropathic 

pain is the establishment of predictors or prognostic factors for the success of SCS. 
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It is important to select the patients with care and use standardized selection 

criteria for misdiagnosis because the latter may lead to inappropriate treatment 

[68,69]. Using specific prognostic factors can help to increase the success of pain 

relief. In patients with CRPS-1, it was shown that an absent or altered conductivity 

in the dorsal column, measured by somatosensory evoked potentials (SSEPs), was 

a negative predictor for success of SCS induced pain relief [193]. Furthermore, the 

absence of brush-evoked allodynia was associated with a good outcome of SCS 

[197]. Alongside better patient selection, optimal timing of the procedure might 

improve the outcome of the treatment [203]. From a mechanistically point of 

view, early intervention in the process of central sensitization might result in 

prevention, or at least a delay in the onset of central sensitization, thereby 

possibly preventing or delaying the induction of neuropathic pain. With respect to 

the success of spinal cord stimulation several case studies have reported an 

improved outcome when SCS was applied at an early stage of CRPS-1 

[71,178,223]. Therefore, the combination of stringent patient selection and 

optimal timing of the intervention might improve overall outcome of the pain 

relieving effect of SCS. 

Another strategy may be the combined treatment of neuropathic pain using both 

SCS neuromodulation and pharmacotherapy. From animal studies it became clear 

that the combined use of sub-effective dosages of currently used drugs combined 

with SCS could potentiate the effect of SCS induced pain relief. In animals with 

neuropathic pain that did not respond to SCS (non-responders), the intrathecal 

addition of a low dose of muscimol (GABAA agonist) and baclofen (GABAB 

agonist) resulted in successful pain relief in these animals [33]. The combined 

treatment of baclofen and SCS was successfully applied in a pilot study in patients 

with neuropathic pain [109]. Also the combined use of SCS and low dose of 

gabapentin and pregabalin (GABA analogues) were able to convert SCS non-

responder into SCS responding rats [231]. Furthermore, clonidine and serotonin 

could also convert SCS non-responder into SCS responders presumably by 

facilitating GABAergic inhibition [181,201]. Recently it was reported that 

intrathecal clonidine in combination with SCS could enhance the pain relieving 

effect of SCS in patients with neuropathic pain. All pharmacological augmentation 

of SCS previously described is directed at the inhibitory component of spinal 

transmission (spinal pain gate). It might therefore be of interest to approach the 

problem of non-responders to SCS not only from the inhibitory side, but also from 

the excitatory side i.e. antagonising the NMDA receptor in combination with SCS. 

Taken together, the combined use of pharmacotherapy and spinal cord 

stimulation looks promising, especially when the effect of SCS appears to diminish 

over time. 
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Measurement of pain related behavior in animal models of 
neuropathic pain 

Assessing pain related behaviour in animals is mostly based on evoked 

withdrawal responses to active stimuli (von Frey monofilaments or heat source) 

[67,141]. However, these evoked responses measure not pain itself but rather the 

hypersensitivity that often accompanies pain. Indeed, patients with neuropathic 

pain report mechanical allodynia and/or thermal hyperalgesia, however the 

spontaneous pain is reported more frequently [6]. 

To test the effect of a painful procedure in animals, hypersensitivity to mechanical 

stimuli is traditionally tested using von Frey monofilaments. Each filament varies 

in thickness and thereby exerts a different amount of pressure. The smallest 

filament that elicits a brisk withdrawal response is considered the threshold 

stimulus. When an animal responds to a “smaller” filament (i.e. less pressure) after 

the painful intervention, as compared to before the intervention, this is interpreted 

as pain. This pressure or mechanical induced pain is referred to as mechanical 

allodynia. The same principle is true for thermal hyperalgesia, where decreased 

latencies to a thermal source after a painful intervention is interpreted as pain. 

Although these tools are of use in the assessment of behavioral changes, pain is a 

more complex process, including the processing and modulation in higher brain 

centers. The withdrawal from mechanical or heat stimuli are predominantly a 

spinally mediated reflex and do not necessarily include activation of higher brain 

centers. It was therefore proposed that the measurement of spontaneous behavior 

emitted by the animal might be a better representation of the neuropathic pain 

that animal is experiencing [142]. In this respect, the CatWalk, which is an 

automated technique to measure the spontaneous gait of the animal, could proof 

useful. The CatWalk has been suggested to be an alternative tool to measure 

mechanical allodynia in animals with inflammatory or neuropathic pain [58,226]. 

Gait analysis represent to a certain extend spontaneous behavior and thus 

changes in gait, due to neuropathic pain, might be a representation of 

spontaneous pain and could therefore be related to pain as presented in the clinic. 

The CatWalk consists of a glass walkway, which the animal has to cross 

voluntarily and the locomotion can be analyzed using individual paw parameters 

and parameters related to interlimb coordination. 

  

Objective and research questions 

The objectives of this thesis were to 1. Develop a mouse model of neuropathic 

pain and spinal cord stimulation and 2. Increase the number of responders to 

spinal cord stimulation in an experimental model of neuropathic pain. 

In the context of the first objective, a mouse model for CRPS-1 was developed and 

next spinal cord stimulation was implemented in a mouse model of neuropathic 

pain. The CatWalk was used in addition to the von Frey monofilaments to assess 
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pain related behaviour and the effect of spinal cord stimulation on pain related 

behaviour.  

With respect to the second objective the possibility to increase the number of 

responders to spinal cord stimulation in a rat model of neuropathic pain, either 

through an early intervention (early SCS) in the process of central sensitization or 

through the use of drug-enhanced spinal cord stimulation, was explored.  

The following research questions according to the two objectives were 

formulated: 

1)  a. Does indirect inflammation of uninjured sensory afferents in the dorsal root 

result in signs of neuropathic pain in mice and are these changes strain 

dependent? 

b. Does spinal cord stimulation in mice with neuropathic pain result in the 

attenuation of neuropathic pain? 

2)  a.  Does early spinal cord stimulation result in an increased number of 

responders to spinal cord stimulation as compared to late spinal cord 

stimulation in a rat model of neuropathic pain? 

b.  Does the combined use of a sub-therapeutic intrathecal dose of ketamine 

and spinal cord stimulation result in an increased number of responders to 

spinal cord stimulation as compared to spinal cord stimulation per se in a 

rat model of neuropathic pain?   

 

 

In chapter 2 the C57BL/6 and 129J mice were used to test if an indirect 

inflammation of the dorsal root by means of a L5 ventral root transection (VRT) 

results in behavioral signs of neuropathic pain using the von Frey monofilaments 

and the CatWalk. This was based on the results of a L5 VRT as previously reported 

in the rat [107]. Because the L5 VRT did not result in any changes in behaviour 

the partial ligation of the sciatic nerve (Seltzer) model was used in the following 

experiments for the induction of neuropathic pain. The Seltzer model is known to 

induce signs of neuropathic pain in mice [125] and in rats [187]. This model of 

neuropathic pain is frequently used in combination with spinal cord stimulation 

[36,181,197]. Chapter 3 and 4 are devoted to the question whether spinal cord 

stimulation in C57BL/6 mice with behavioral signs of neuropathic pain is 

technically possible and if this results in the alleviation of the neuropathic pain. 

The behavioral changes were assessed using the von Frey monofilaments. The 

CatWalk gait analysis was included for the evaluation for the use in the 

assessment of behavioural signs of neuropathic pain and the effect of spinal cord 

stimulation on this pain related behaviour. Chapter 5 deals with the question if 

early spinal cord stimulation (after 1 day of neuropathic pain) results in more 

“responders” to spinal cord stimulation by comparing the results with that of late 

spinal cord stimulation (after 16 days of neuropathic pain). Behavioral changes 

were assessed based on paw withdrawal thresholds using the von Frey 

monofilaments. The effect of a low sub-effective dose of intrathecal ketamine in 
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combination with spinal cord stimulation in animals with neuropathic pain that 

did not respond to spinal cord stimulation as a monotherapy is studied in chapter 

6. Chapter 7 summarizes the main research findings of this thesis and offers a 

general discussion, addressing some considerations related to the research and 

several recommendations for clinical practice and further research. 
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Abstract 

Background 

In patients with chronic neuropathic pain there is often no clear sign of damage to 

peripheral nerves. It is believed that ectopic discharges from uninjured sensory 

afferents and not the injured ones are important for the development of 

neuropathic pain. Biochemical changes observed after selective lesioning of 

motor fibers (L5 Ventral Root Transection (VRT)) suggest an important role for 

inflammatory mediators in the development of neuropathic pain in mice. 

However, it is not clear if injury to the L5 motor fibers results in similar behavioral 

symptoms of neuropathic pain in mice as reported in rats. We therefore studied 

the behavioral changes after selective lesioning of L5 motor fibers in C57BL/5 

mice as well as in the more sensitive 129J mice. 

Materials and Methods 

The behavioral effect of the L5 VRT (C57BL/6 (N = 11) and 129J (N = 11)) and 

sham-VRT (C57BL/6 (N = 5) and 129J (N = 7)) was tested using von Frey 

monofilaments and the CatWalk gait analysis. The chronic constriction injury 

model (CCI) in C57BL/6 mice was used as a control group. 

Results 

After selective sectioning of L5 motor fibers, no behavioral signs of neuropathic 

pain could be observed in C57BL/6 and 129J mice over time using von Frey 

monofilaments and the CatWalk gait analysis.  

Conclusions 

Selective lesioning of motor fibers in two mouse strains did not result in 

behavioral signs of neuropathic pain. 
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Introduction 

Chronic neuropathic pain can be a consequence of mechanical and/or 

inflammatory responses after peripheral nerve injury [105]. Whether peripheral 

nerve injury is a prerequisite for chronic neuropathic pain is, however, a matter of 

debate. For instance, the Complex Regional Pain syndrome type 1 (CRPS-1) 

typically develops with small or no obvious nerve lesion at the periphery, 

although spontaneous pain, hyperalgesia and allodynia are present. Important 

characteristics of CRPS-1 are signs of inflammation in the periphery [77,182]. 

Almost all animal models of chronic neuropathic pain induce direct 

[10,41,92,187] damage to peripheral sensory neurons and it has been suggested 

that ectopic discharges from injured Dorsal Root Ganglia (DRG) neurons might 

contribute to neuropathic pain [189,244]. However, it has also been suggested 

that ectopic discharges from uninjured afferents contribute to the development of 

neuropathic pain [136,238]. Indeed, in the L5 spinal nerve lesion model for 

chronic neuropathic pain, allodynia and hyperalgesia could not be reversed or 

prevented by transection of the L5 dorsal root [108], indicating that the uninjured 

afferents and not the injured ones are important for the development of 

neuropathic pain. In these models, including the chronic constriction injury (CCI) 

model, signs of neuro-inflammation and Wallerian degeneration have been 

demonstrated to contribute to the generation of neuropathic pain [32,149,167].  

In order to evaluate the role of inflammation in the absence of any direct damage 

to sensory neurons, Li and colleges developed a rat model in which only the L5 

ventral root (motor axons) is transected [107]. They demonstrated that in the rat 

neuropathic pain could develop without direct damage to primary sensory 

neurons as long as their peripheral axons where exposed to an environment of 

Wallerian degeneration. Furthermore, recent data suggest an important 

contribution of increased TNF-α in the up-regulation of the tetraodontoxine-

sensitive (TTX-S) sodium channels Nav 1.3 and Nav 1.8 in dorsal root ganglia 

(DRG) following selective transection of L5 motor fibers in mice [72], although no 

behavioral data on these mice are reported. The over-expression of Nav 1.3 and 

Nav 1.8 is thought to be critical for the development of neuropathic pain 

[11,44,91].  

Most rat models of neuropathic pain have been implemented in the mouse 

[125,144,149,191] and then became a valuable addition to study the underlying 

mechanisms of the development and maintenance of neuropathic pain. 

Furthermore, it was also reported that distinct inbred mouse strains respond 

differently to peripheral nerve injury, thereby presenting the possibility to study 

the genetic basis of pain. For instance, the 129/J mouse strain was shown to be 

highly sensitive to a peripheral nerve injury compared to the C57BL/6 mouse 

strain [144].  

In the present study, we aimed at understanding the behavioral consequences of 

an indirect inflammation of primary sensory neurons using selective lesioning of 
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the L5 motor fibers in the C57BL/6 and 129J mouse. In order to be able to detect 

sensory related behavioral changes we used the von Frey monofilaments in 

combination with the CatWalk gait analysis. The CatWalk is suggested to be a 

very sensitive tool to detect even small sensory and/or motor related gait changes 

in various experimental pain models [58,226].  

 

Materials and methods 

Animals and surgery 

In this experiment, a total of 27 C57BL/6 and 17 129J mice, weighing 20-25 g, 

were used. The animals were individually housed under temperature controlled 

conditions at 21 ± 1º C, with a normal 12:12 h light/dark cycle. The animals had 

free access to food pellets and water. All experiments were performed in 

accordance with the European Directive for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals 

used for Experimental and Other Scientific Purposes (86/609/EU) and were 

approved by the Committee for Experiments on Animals of Maastricht, The 

Netherlands. Surgery was performed in anesthetized animals under aseptic 

conditions. Induction and maintenance of general anesthesia was performed by 

isoflurane inhalation. Constant body temperature was maintained by placing the 

animal on an automated heating pad (37.5 ± 0.5º C), (IDEE, University 

Maastricht). If signs of extreme weight loss (>15 % of bodyweight at delivery), 

absence of grooming or cachectic behavior were observed, the animal was 

euthanized. Two different injury procedures were used to induce tactile 

hypersensitivity. The L5 Ventral Root Transection (VRT) was performed according 

to the procedures described by Li et al. [107]. Briefly, after a midline skin incision 

in the L4-S1 region, the left L5 vertebra was freed of its muscular attachment. An 

L5 hemilaminectomy was performed, and the dura mater and arachnoid 

membrane were incised. The L5 ventral root was identified as it lays at the most 

lateral side of the spinal canal, just beneath the dorsal root. The ventral root was 

gently pulled out and carefully transected at two places approximately 1-2 mm 

apart and this portion was removed. In the sham group, all procedures of 

operation were identical to the experimental group, except that the exposed 

ventral root was not transected. After surgery, the wound was washed with saline 

and closed in layers with 5-0 silk sutures. The CCI model was used as a control 

group. The chromic gut used in this model induces local inflammation, invasion 

of immune cells and production of immune modulators [26,94,148,157], which 

contributes to the development and signs of neuropathic pain. The procedure was 

performed as described by Bennett and Xie [10] with minor modifications [149]. 

Shortly, the right sciatic nerve was exposed and 4 ligatures of 8.0 non-absorbable 

silk were loosely placed around the nerve, proximal to the sciatic trifurcation, 

with a distance between the ligatures of approximately 1 mm. In the sham group, 

all procedures of operation were identical to the experimental group, with the 
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exception of the placement of the ligatures around the sciatic nerve. After surgery, 

the wound was washed with saline and closed in layers with 5-0 silk sutures.  

 

Behavioral testing 

Paw withdrawal thresholds (PWTs) were tested with the use of von Frey 

monofilaments. All animals were tested before the nerve injury (pre-nerve injury), 

7, 14 and 28 days post-operative (DPO). Testing took place in a set of Plexiglas 

cages with an elevated wire mesh floor. Prior to the testing, the animals were 

allowed to adapt for 60 minutes. After acclimatization, the von Frey filaments 

were applied, in an order of increasing stiffness, through the wire mesh floor to 

the mid-plantar surface of the left or right hind paw until the filaments bent 

slightly. Testing was performed following the “up and down” method [24]. The 

animals were tested using 10 von Frey monofilaments (Stoelting CO, IL, USA) 

with logarithmically incremental stiffness (0.008, 0.04, 0.07, 0.16, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, 

1.4, 2.0 and 4 g), corresponding to the linear perceived intensity (1.65, 2.36, 

2.44, 2.83, 3.22, 3.61, 3.84, 4.08, 4.17, 4.31 and 4.56). These values are 

achieved according to the formula: log10 (mg x 10) (Stoelting). Additionally, the 

CatWalk gait analysis system was used to test possible gait changes resulting from 

the VRT or CCI operation. The CatWalk analysis has been described in detail for 

rat and mouse [66,96,225]. In short, the CatWalk system consists of a glass 

walkway which contains light from a white fluorescent source. The light rays from 

this source are completely reflected internally. When an object touches the glass 

runway, the light is reflected downwards, where it is detected by a video camera 

(Sony 3CCD Color Video Camera; DXC-990/990P). This signal is then digitized, 

which allows analysis by the CatWalk program software [66]. With the CatWalk, 

a vast variety of static and dynamic gait parameters can be measured. Some of 

these parameters, including mean intensity of paw placement and stance duration 

of the hind paw, have been linked to mechanical allodynia and neuropathic pain 

[226]. In the present study the following individual paw parameters were used: 1. 

Regularity index (degree of interlimb coordination), 2. Mean Intensity (average 

intensity of the pixels at the maximum paw-floor contact, a measure of the relative 

force being exerted on the floor i.e. favoring), 3. Stance Phase Duration (time 

contact of the paw with the glass floor, another measure of favoring) and 4. Print 

Area (total surface area of the glass floor contacted by the paw during the stance 

phase).  

 

Statistical analysis 

The tactile withdrawal thresholds to von Frey filaments are presented as mean ± 

standard error of the mean (SEM) for the perceived intensity followed by the 

withdrawal thresholds in grams. The CatWalk parameter Intensity is expressed in 

arbitrary units (au), Print Area in mm2 and Stance duration in seconds. For 
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statistical analysis of differences in the withdrawal thresholds over time, the non-

parametric Friedman test, followed by Dunn’s post hoc test, was used. For 

comparison between VRT and Sham-VRT, data were analyzed using a two-

factorial ANOVA with the factors time and intervention, with time as repeated 

measures factor. For comparison between strains data were analyzed using a two-

factorial ANOVA with the factors time and strain, with time as repeated measures 

factor the different groups. One-way ANOVA and unpaired students t-test were 

used when appropriate. p < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant in 

all tests. 

 

Results 

General observations 

All the operated mice appeared healthy and well groomed. Following an initial 

drop in the first days after injury, bodyweight steadily increased in the three 

groups and no differences between the groups were noted during the 4 weeks 

follow-up period (data not shown). 

 

Development of mechanical hypersensitivity (von Frey) 

Pre-nerve injury PWTs of all the groups were comparable (Figure 2.1A-D). In the 

C57BL/6 mice that received the CCI (N = 11), PWT of the ipsilateral paw 2.3 ± 

0.1 (0.6 ± 0.1 g) was significantly decreased at DPO 28 as compared to pre-nerve 

injury PWT 3.8 ± 0.1 (1.0 ± 0.1 g) (p < 0.01) (Figure 2.1A). PWTs of the ipsilateral 

paw of the C57BL/6 mice after L5 VRT (N = 11) did not differ between pre-nerve 

injury values 4.0 ± 0.1 (0.8 ± 0.1 g) and PWTs at DPO 7 3.8 ± 0.1 (0.6 ± 0.1 g) (p 

> 0.05). At DPO 28, PWT of the ipsilateral paw was 3.8 ± 0.1 (0.8 ± 0.2 g), which 

was not statistically different compared to pre-nerve injury PWTs (Figure 2.1A). As 

for the 129J animals that received the L5 VRT (N = 10), pre-nerve injury PWT of 

the ipsilateral paw was 4.1 ± 0.1 (1.1 ± 0.1 g). Seven days after the L5 VRT, PWT 

of the ipsilateral paw was 4.0 ± 0.1 (0.6 ± 0.1 g) which did not significantly differ 

from pre-nerve injury PWT (Figure 2.1B). No effect on withdrawal thresholds of 

the ipsilateral paw could be noted after the sham L5 VRT in both strains (Figure 

2.1A and B).  
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Figure 2.1. Withdrawal thresholds to von Frey monofilaments. After L5 VRT (N = 11) or sham-L5 VRT 

(N = 5) in C57BL/6 mice, no effect on the withdrawal thresholds could be observed. The CCI in 

C57BL/6 mice (N = 11) resulted in a significant decrease of the withdrawal threshold of the ipsilateral 

paw compared to pre-nerve injury (A). After L5 VRT (N = 10) or sham-L5 VRT (N = 7) in 129J mice, no 

effect on the withdrawal thresholds could be observed (B). No effect on the withdrawal thresholds of 

the ipsi- and contralateral paw could be observed in both strains after L5 VRT, sham-L5 VRT or CCI (C 

and D). * p < 0.05 compared to pre-nerve injury for CCI mice. 

 

As for the effect of the L5 VRT on the withdrawal threshold of the contralateral 

paw in C57BL/6 and 129J mice, no decrease in PWTs could be observed (Figure 

2.1C and D). Although a modest decrease of the PWT of the contralateral paw of 

the 129J mice could be noted at DPO 7 3.7 ± 0.2 (0.7 ± 0.1 g), this was not 

statistically different compared to pre-nerve injury PWTs 4.0 ± 0.1 (1.0 ± 0.2 g) (p 

> 0.05) (Figure 2.1D). The sham-VRT in the C57/BL6 (N = 5) and 129J (N = 7) did 

not result in any changes of the contralateral PWT (Figure 2.1C and D). No 

changes of the contralateral PWT of the CCI animals were noted (Figure 2.1D). 

Gait changes (CatWalk) 

All CatWalk parameters of the ipsilateral paw and contralateral paw were 

comparable at pre-nerve injury (Figure 2.2).  
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Figure 2.2. CatWalk parameters Intensity (A and B), Print Area (C and D) and Stance duration (E and F) 

after CCI (N = 11), L5 VRT (N = 11) and sham-L5 VRT (N = 5) in C57BL/6 mice. The Intensity, Print 

Area and Stance duration of the ipsilateral paw of mice with CCI showed a decrease from DPO 7 

compared to pre-nerve injury and remained decreased up to DPO 28 (A, C and E). The Intensity and 

Print Area of the ipsilateral paw of the L5 VRT mice showed a significant decrease over time (A and C), 

however, the sham-L5 VRT resulted in a comparable decrease with respect to the same parameters (A 

and C). The L5 VRT or sham-L5 VRT showed no effect on the Stance duration of the ipsilateral paw (E). 

The Print Area and Stance duration of the contralateral paw of CCI mice were significantly decreased 

at DPO 14 (D and F). The Intensity and Print Area of the contralateral paw of the L5 VRT mice showed 

a significant decrease over time, however, the sham-L5 VRT resulted in a comparable decrease in the 

same parameters (B and D). A L5 VRT or sham-L5 VRT had no effect on the Stance duration of the 

contralateral paw (F). * p < 0.05 compared to pre-nerve injury for CCI mice. 

 

 

The Intensity, Print Area and Stance duration of the ipsilateral paw all significantly 

decreased after CCI, with a maximum decrease at DPO 14 (Figure 2.2A, C and E). 

No significant decrease in CatWalk parameters could be observed in the 

contralateral paw after CCI, with the exception of the Stance duration, which was 

significantly decreased at DPO 14 compared to pre-nerve injury (Figure 2.2B, D 

and F). 

The effect of a L5 VRT was compared to that of a L5 Sham-VRT. The L5 VRT or L5 

Sham-VRT in C57BL/6 mice both had an effect over time. Intensity [time: F3,33 = 

16.8, p < 0.01] and Print Area [time: F3,33 = 10.2, p < 0.01] of the ipsilateral paw 

were both significantly decreased, however no difference could be observed 

between the L5 VRT and L5 Sham-VRT (Intensity [intervention: F1,11 = 0.4, p = 

0.5] and Print Area [intervention: F1,11 = 2.26, p = 0.16]) (Figure 2.2A and C). 
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The L5 VRT affected the contralateral paw where the Intensity [time: F3,33 = 8.4, 

p < 0.01] and Print Area [time: F3,33 = 6.1, p < 0.01] were significantly 

decreased but again, no difference between VRT and Sham-VRT could be 

observed (Intensity [intervention: F1,11 = 4.0, p = 0.07] and Print Area 

[intervention: F1,11 = 2.23, p = 0.16]) (Figure 2.2B and D). The stance duration of 

the ipsi- and contralateral paw were unaffected by the L5 VRT or L5 Sham-VRT 

(Figure 2.2E and F).  

To examine the effect of mouse strain on pain behaviour, we compared the effect 

of the L5 VRT in C57BL/6 and 129J mice. In both strains, the L5 VRT resulted in a 

significant time effect with respect to the Intensity of the ipsilateral [time: F3,45 = 

3.1, p < 0.05] as well as the contralateral paw [time: F3,45 = 2.9, p < 0.05]. 

Although an effect over time was observed, no strain effect could be observed for 

the Intensity for both the ipsilateral [strain: F1,15 = 0.2, p = 0.7] and contralateral 

paw [strain: F1,15 = 0.1, p = 0.8]) (Figure 2.3A and B).  

 

 

Figure 2.3. Effect of a L5 VRT in C57BL/6 (N = 11) and 129J (N = 10) on the CatWalk parameters 

Intensity, Print Area and Stance duration. For both 129J and C57BL/6 mice, L5 VRT resulted in an 

effect over time on the Intensity of the ipsi- and contralateral paw. However no difference between 

strains was observed (A and B). None of the other CatWalk parameters were affected of the ipsi- and 

contralateral paw of both strains (C and D). The Intensity of the contralateral paw at pre-nerve injury of 

the C57BL/6 mice was significantly increased compared to the 129J mice (B). Furthermore, the Print 

Area and Stance duration of the ipsilateral paw after a L5 VRT were significantly increased in the 

C57BL/6 mice as compared to 129J mice (C and D). * p < 0.05 between C57BL/6 and 129J mice. 

 

 

The Print Area and Stance duration of the ipsi- and contralateral paw did not 

show a time or strain effect as a result from the L5 VRT (Figure 2.3C-F). Pre-nerve 
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injury values of the Intensity of the contralateral paw of the C57BL/6 (58.3 ± 0.9 

au) and 129J (54.8 ± 1.0) were statistically different (p < 0.05). The L5 VRT did 

not affect the Print Area of the ipsilateral paw (C57BL/6 115.9 ± 8.6 mm2) and 

(129J 80.2 ± 12.9 mm2) (p < 0.05) and the Stance duration (C57BL/6 0.13 ± 0.01 

sec) and (129J 0.1 ± 0.01 sec) (p < 0.05) (Figure 2.3A, C and E). 

 

Discussion 

In the present study we demonstrated that the L5 VRT in C57BL/6 as well as in 

129J mice did not result in the development of mechanical hypersensitivity as 

measured with the von Frey. Even changes in gait as measured with the CatWalk, 

suggested to be indicative for pain behavior, were not observed after the L5 VRT 

in both mouse strains. Our CCI control group however displayed behavioral signs 

of neuropathic pain using both the von Frey and CatWalk. Our observations in 

mice are not in line with those reported in rats [107], in which bilateral long 

lasting mechanical allodynia was observed. In rats, sectioning of the L5 efferent 

motor nerve resulted in a massive inflammation response and Wallerian 

degeneration, as seen by abundant infiltration of macrophages in the L5 ventral 

root, DRG and sciatic nerve. This inflammation is thought to “prime” uninjured 

adjacent sensory neurons, resulting in mechanical allodynia and thermal 

hyperalgesia [107,240]. The critical role of Wallerian degeneration in the 

induction of neuropathic pain was shown in mice (C57BL/Wld) with delayed 

Wallerian degeneration [119,120]. These animals presented with a reduced 

thermal hyperalgesia compared to normal C57BL/6 animals after CCI [149]. With 

respect to mechanical allodynia, no difference in the onset could be observed 

between C57BL/6 and C57BL/Wld animals, although mechanical allodynia 

remained present for an extended period of time in C57BL/Wld mice [199], 

indicating a different role for Wallerian degeneration in the onset of thermal 

hyperalgesia and mechanical allodynia. In a recent publication, C57BL/6 mice 

displayed an over- expression of the tetraodontoxine-sensitive sodium channels 

Nav1.3 and Nav1.8 in the L4 and L5 DRG after L5 VRT [72], while L5 Dorsal 

Root Transection (DRT) in the rat fails to do so [13]. This over-expression of these 

sodium channels is thought to be critical for the development of neuropathic pain 

[11,52,103]. Furthermore, L5 VRT in rats results in activation of microglia and 

p38 MAPK (mitogen-activated protein kinase) which has been shown to be 

involved in the development of neuropathic pain [83], in both L4 and L5 DRGs. 

From this it was suggested that motor fiber injury might initiate neuropathic pain 

through uninjured primary afferents, which sequentially activate spinal microglia, 

leading to central sensitization. The central sensitization may contribute to the 

mechanical allodynia and thermal hyperalgesia produced by L5 VRT in rats. 

Despite the biochemical changes reported after a L5 VRT in rats and mice [72], in 

the present study we did not observe any changes in pain related behavior in the 

C57BL/6 and the more sensitive 129J mouse using two behavioral analysis. 
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Indeed, biochemical changes are not a prerequisite for changes in pain related 

behavior. For instance, in Nav1.3 knockdown mice, neuropathic pain developed 

normally [150] and double knockouts of both Nav1.7 and Nav1.8 did not affect 

the development of neuropathic pain [114,151], thereby suggesting that 

upregulation of these channels is not a prerequisite for behavioral signs of 

neuropathic pain. Furthermore, DRG Nav1.8 was strongly downregulated [161] 

and no upregulation of Nav1.3 or correlate with pain behavior was observed after 

axotomy [162]. 

To exclude the possibility that the genetic background of our mice could be 

responsible for the absence of mechanical allodynia after a L5 VRT, we also used 

the more sensitive 129J strain. The 129J has been reported to be a very sensitive 

mouse strain to the induction of pain in a study on the effect of different measures 

of nociception in 11 mouse strains [144]. However also in the 129J mice, the L5 

VRT did not result in the induction and maintenance of chronic neuropathic pain 

and the behavior was comparable to that of the C57BL/6 mice. Mogil and 

colleagues used different nociceptive assays, like hind limb denervation, 

carrageenan injection, formalin test and peripheral nerve injury. From this 

research, it was concluded that the 129J strain was more sensitive to peripheral 

nerve injury as compared to the C57BL/6 strain [144]. Interestingly, the same 

group recently reported that the percentage of maximal allodynia is almost 

comparable between C57BL/6 and 129 mice after a spared nerve injury [143]. In 

a model of lumbar radiculopathy, it was reported that the 129J mice had distinctly 

more tactile allodynia compared to other strains tested [102]. On the other hand, 

this distinction was not as clear in paclitaxel-induced neuropathic hypersensitivity 

[195]. These results indicate that beside strain, the pain model and testing 

methods used could also influence the outcome. 

Furthermore, anatomical differences between rat and mouse may eventually 

underlie the observed differences in our study. The sciatic nerve in C57BL/6 mice 

predominantly receives fibers originating from the L3 and L4 spinal nerves [171], 

where the rat sciatic nerve receives the vast majority of its sensory fibers from the 

L4 and L5 spinal nerves [208]. True Blue labeling of the sciatic nerve in C57BL/7 

mice revealed only a small percent (approximately 5 % of total) of the L5 DRG 

was labeled [171]. This may implicate that a transection of the L5 ventral root in 

the mouse only affects a minority of the uninjured primary afferents and therefore 

does not result in behavioral signs of neuropathic pain. On the other hand, L5 

VRT in rats resulted in upregulation of TNF-α in the ipsilateral L4 and L5 DRG 

[241], supposedly through projections of the L5 DRG to the L4 DRG. It was 

shown that after L5 spinal nerve transection in rats IB4 staining was not only 

reduced in the dorsal horn at the L5 level, but also in the dorsal horn of L4, 

suggesting the important contribution of L5 fibers to sensory neurons located in 

the L4 dorsal horn [190].  

The transection of the L5 ventral root in C57BL/6 and 129J mice had no effect on 

the CatWalk parameters measured. The use of the CatWalk to measure pain 
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related gait changes in animal models of pain was first suggested by Vrinten en 

Hamers [226]. They observed that in CCI operated rats, the time course of 

CatWalk changes paralleled that of von Frey measured mechanical allodynia. 

Since then, the use of the CatWalk for neuropathic pain models has been 

questioned based on the assumption that in most models damage to motor fibers 

is at least partially responsible for the observed gait changes [143,164,216]. With 

respect to our recent findings, the gait changes observed are probably the result of 

the surgery, rather than the selective injury of motor fibers or neuropathic pain, as 

the sham-VRT resulted in the same gait changes as seen in the L5 VRT. This is 

supported by the fact that the regularity index, a measure for interlimb 

coordination, was unaffected by the L5 VRT.  

In summary, CCI in C57BL/6 mice resulted in signs of tactile hypersensitivity. 

Indirect inflammation of intact sensory fibers due to the selective sectioning of the 

L5 motor fibers in C57BL/6 and 129J mice did not result in increased response to 

von Frey induced tactile stimulation or changes in gait as measured by the 

CatWalk. 
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Abstract 

Objective  

Development of a spinal cord stimulation (SCS) system in a mouse model of 

chronic neuropathic pain.  

Materials and Methods 

Male C57BL/6 mice (N = 6) underwent a partial ligation of the sciatic nerve. 

Development of mechanical hyperalgesia was tested using the withdrawal 

response to tactile stimuli with the von Frey test. An SCS system was implanted on 

day 14. On day 16, the mice were stimulated for 30 min (f=50 Hz; pulse width 

0.2 ms and stimulation at 2/3 of motor threshold). Repeated measure analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) and paired Student’s t-test with Bonferroni correction were 

used to evaluate the development of mechanical hyperalgesia and the therapeutic 

effect of SCS. 

Results 

Five out of six mice developed marked mechanical hyperalgesia in the nerve-

lesioned paw that persisted for the duration of the study (16 days). No changes 

contralateral to the injury were observed. In four out of five mice a successful 

implantation of the electrodes followed by stimulation was achieved. Then, SCS 

resulted in a fast and robust increase of withdrawal threshold back to pre-injury 

levels. After termination of the SCS, the withdrawal threshold of the ipsilateral 

paw slowly decreased. No effect of SCS on the contralateral paw was noted. 

Conclusion  

The development of a mouse SCS system is described that is practical in use, is 

reproducible and shows a comparative therapeutic effect in treatment of chronic 

neuropathic pain as reported in rat. 
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Introduction 

Spinal Cord Stimulation (SCS) has been used as an established treatment for 

chronic pain for almost 40 years now. Shealy and coworkers were the first to 

electrically stimulate the spinal cord dorsal columns to treat chronic, intractable 

pain in humans [188]. Presently more than 14,000 new systems for SCS are 

implanted every year. From then until now, the knowledge of the exact 

mechanisms by which SCS acts upon chronic pain is limited.  

To improve insights about the mechanisms underlying chronic pain and SCS, 

experimental animal models are needed. The most commonly used animal 

models for chronic neuropathic pain are based on injury to the sciatic nerve in the 

rat. Peripheral nerve injury leads to profound behavioral changes in sensory 

functions [9]. A frequently used experimental model used for peripheral nerve 

injury is the partial ligation of the sciatic nerve according to Seltzer [187] that is 

known to result in profound chronic neuropathic pain (ie, allodynia, spontaneous 

pain). In Seltzer-injured rats, the onset of the tactile allodynia is rapid (one to three 

days) and persists for several weeks [187]. 

With respect to experimental SCS in treatment of chronic neuropathic pain mainly 

the Seltzer type, or partial sciatic nerve injury, is used [112,134]. In Seltzer-

injured rats, SCS results in a robust and fast increase of the von Frey withdrawal 

threshold of the injured limb that is still noticeable 30 min after SCS cessation 

[197]. Interestingly, the spared nerve injury also has been reported recently to be 

a good experimental model in testing the effects of SCS in the rat [106]. 

In order to make further steps toward understanding molecular mechanisms 

involved in SCS after chronic neuropathic pain, an experimental model utilizing 

the mouse could be of great use. A major future advantage for studying SCS in the 

mouse is that it will allow studies at the molecular level based on genetically 

modified animals. Hence, the main aim of the present investigation was to 

develop an experimental mouse model of chronic neuropathic pain and SCS.  

As in the rat, a tight ligation of 1/3 and 1/2 of the diameter of the sciatic nerve 

(Seltzer lesion) was reported to induce chronic neuropathic pain in the male 

C57BL/6 mouse [125]. The partial nerve injury markedly decreased paw 

withdrawal thresholds to both thermal and mechanical stimuli on the injured side. 

Whereas the thermal allodynia resolved by 49 days, the mechanical allodynia 

persisted for 70 days [125]. Based on these data, it was concluded that the partial 

ligation in the C57BL/6 mouse sciatic nerve is a valuable model, designed to 

examine the biochemical basis of neuropathic pain in mice with specific gene 

modifications. In the present investigation, we intended to extend this model for 

analysis of SCS in neuropathic pain. 
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Animals 

For all experiments, a total of six male C57BL/6 mice (Charles River), weighing 

20-25 g, were used. After ligation of the sciatic nerve the mice were housed 

individually. Housing was kept at a constant room temperature of 21 ± 2 ºC and 

under a standard 12h normal light:dark cycle. Water and food pellets were 

available ad libitum. The wellbeing of the animals was monitored daily and 

documented by the responsible researcher (M. Truin). 

 

Material and Methods 

General 

Animal experiments were performed in accordance with the European Directive 

for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals Used for Experimental and Other 

Scientific Purposes (86/609/EU) and were approved by the Committee for 

Experiments on Animals of Maastricht, Maastricht, The Netherlands. Surgery was 

performed under aseptic conditions in anesthetized animals. General anesthesia 

was induced by isoflurane inhalation (4 % in a 1:1 mixture with air, flow 400 

ml/min) in a Plexiglas induction chamber. Anesthesia was maintained with an 

univentor 400® injection system vaporizer (Zevenaar, The Netherlands) with an 

open mask system (Fluovac, Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA) using 2 % 

isoflurane in a 1:1 mixture with air at a flow of 250 ml/min. Loss of body 

temperature was prevented by placing the animal on a automated heating pad 

(37.5 ± 0.5º C), (IDEE, Maastricht, The Netherlands). 

Unilateral Ligation of the Sciatic Nerve 

The unilateral sciatic nerve ligation was performed similar to the approach 

described in rats by Seltzer et al. (1990) [187]. In short, we used an 8/0 

nonabsorbable silk suture with a reverse cutting and 3/8 curve micro needle to 

ligate approximately 1/3 to1/2 of the diameter of the left sciatic nerve. After the 

ligation, the wound was closed intracutaneously with a 5/0 silk suture. After 

surgery the mice were checked every day, for two days, to assure sutures were 

still in place. 

Implantation of the Spinal Cord Stimulation (SCS) Device 

The procedure for implanting the electrodes in the mice is comparable of that 

used in the rat [33,36,112,197]. Mainly because of the smaller size of the mice, 

adjustments to the materials had to be made (Medtronic Bakken Research Center 

BV, Maastricht, The Netherlands). The rectangular cathode (90/10 Platinum 

Iridium Alloy) used in the rats as described by Smits [197] was 3.00 x 1.00 x 

0.025 mm and is now reduced to 2.25 x 0.76 x 0.025 mm. The circular anode 
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(90/10 Platinum Iridium Alloy) remained the same size (diameter of 5.80 mm and 

thickness of 0.127 mm). Both leads, comprising insulated stainless steel wires and 

cathode/anode, were shortened to 5 cm as compared to the unipolar rat SCS leads 

which were 10 cm. Furthermore, the two separate unipolar cathode and anode rat 

SCS leads with two individual unipolar connectors were replaced by one bipolar 

mouse SCS lead featuring one small bipolar connector (Figure 3.1). 

Under general anesthesia, a laminectomy was performed at the level of T13. To 

identify T13, we used anatomical reference points as guidance. T12 is located at 

the apex of the curvature of the thorax of the mouse. Going caudally, we searched 

for the smallest processus spinosus. This processus spinosus is caudally marked by 

a prominent processus spinosus, the processus spinosus of L2. Then, the T13 

vertebral body is located two segments rostral from the L2 processus. The 13th rib 

also was used as an anatomic landmark.  

After the identification of T13, a small hole was made in the center of the lamina 

as rostrally as possible making sure not to penetrate the dura. After the 

introduction of the cathode into the epidural space, the lead was glued to the 

lamina of T12 using hystoacryl glue (Histoacryl®, Braun, Melsungen, Germany) to 

prevent movement of the cathode. The anode was placed subcutaneously, as low 

in the abdominal wall as possible. The leads were then positioned 

subcutaneously, in a way that the leads could move freely without putting stress 

on the leads.  

Next, a small incision was made at the base of the skull of the mice to tunnel the 

bipolar connector, including the leads subcutaneously to the incision site. The 

connector was then firmly cemented to the base of the skull using bone cement 

(Paladur®, Kulzer. Wehrheim, Germany). The periosteum of the bone was 

carefully removed to ensure good adhesion of the connector.  

Animals were allowed to recuperate after the surgery for 48 hours, before being 

submitted to the SCS. We used the Grass S88 stimulator (Astro-Med, Grass 

Instruments, Warwick, RI, USA) fitted with a Grass SIU-5 stimulus isolator and a 

Grass constant current unit. The swivel (ensuring free movement of the wire 

connecting the SCS device and the connector) was also adjusted to minimize 

drag. The wire itself was improved compared to the wire used with rats (9.1 g), by 

making it lighter (3.1 g). The stimulus paradigm was as follows: first the motor 

threshold was assessed (frequency 2 Hz, pulse width 0.2 ms) and the actual 

stimulation was done at 2/3 of the motor threshold (frequency 50 Hz, pulse width 

0.2 ms). Stimulation was maintained for 30 min. During stimulation, the mice 

could move freely and did not show discomfort due to the stimulation. These 

settings were similar to those used in the rat experiments [197].  

Behavioral testing 

Before partially ligating the sciatic nerve, each mouse was tested for the 

behavioral response to mechanical stimuli, using the von Frey test. This is the 

baseline withdrawal threshold. After the ligation of the sciatic nerve, the 
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withdrawal threshold was tested on day 2, 7 and 14 (days postoperative [DPO] 2, 

7 and 14). Testing took place in a set of Plexiglas cages, each measuring 6.5 X 7.5 

X 8.0 cm, with a wire mesh floor. We allowed the animals to habituate for 60 

minutes. After acclimatization, the von Frey filaments were applied, in an order of 

increasing stiffness, through the wire mesh floor to the mid plantar surface of the 

right and left hind paw until the filaments bent slightly. We scored a positive 

withdrawal when the animal showed a response (brisk withdrawal) to three out of 

the five stimuli presented. The animals were tested using the von Frey 

monofilaments (North Coast Medical Inc, Morgan Hill, Ca, USA) 1.65, 2.44, 2.83, 

3.22, 3.61, 3.84, 4.08, 4.17, 4.31 and 4.56 (corresponding to 0.008, 0.04, 0.07, 

0.16, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, 1.4, 2.0, and 4.0 g). Immediately before SCS the animals were 

tested once more using the von Frey filaments (pre-SCS). During stimulation the 

testing was repeated after t = 15, 30, 45 and 60 min (t = 15, 30, 45 and 60). 

Stimulation was ceased after 30 min. 

Statistical Analysis 

The data are presented as mean ± SEM. For statistical analysis of differences in 

withdrawal thresholds over time, we used repeated measure analysis of variance 

(ANOVA). We compared each individual time point after baseline withdrawal 

threshold with that of the baseline withdrawal threshold using the paired Student’s 

t-test. Normally, p < 0.05 is regarded as the level of significance. However, 

because multiple comparisons were made, the level of significance was adjusted 

(post hoc correction) to p < 0.05/3 = p < 0.016. This was also true for the 

comparison of von Frey values between pre-SCS and t = 15, 30, 45 and 60 (p < 

0.05/4 = p < 0.0125). Furthermore, the paired Student’s t-test was used comparing 

the ipsilateral paw with the contralateral paw.  

 

Figure 3.1.  The bipolar connector (7 X 5 X 2 mm) used to place on the base of head of the mouse.  

The silicon coating prevents contact between the cathode and anode. 
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Results  

General Behavior 

After the ligation of the left sciatic nerve, the mice displayed normal behavior. 

They could climb in the cage, hang upside down and stand on their hind legs. 

Body weight decreased 2-4 % after the partial ligation but returned to pre-injury 

values within five days. The weight loss after implantation of the electrodes was 

more severe: between 5 % and 10 %. Therefore, Ringer’s lactate buffer (pH 7.0) 

was administered subcutaneously (1-1.5 cc) during and immediately after surgery. 

This resulted in a significant reduction of weight loss. No autotomy was observed. 

Total Population 

Data with respect to the withdrawal response to tactile stimuli (von Frey) were 

only included if recordings of all time points were tested (ie, baseline, DPO2, 

DPO7, DPO14, pre-SCS, SCS-15, SCS-30, 45 and 60 min). Finally, four out of the 

six animals were included. We excluded one animal because no withdrawal 

response could be elicited from the ipsilateral paw after ligation of the left sciatic 

nerve (ie, non-responder to injury). One animal could not be used for analysis, 

because it was in poor condition after the implantation of the SCS device. The 

four animals that received SCS all showed a marked increase in the withdrawal 

threshold of the ipsilateral paw. 

Development of Mechanical Hyperalgesia 

Following the partial ligation of the sciatic nerve, the withdrawal threshold of the 

ipsilateral paw to tactile stimuli showed a statistically significant decrease at 

DPO2 compared to pre-injury or baseline, 0.13 ± 0.09 g and 1.00 ± 0.0 g, 

respectively (t-test, p < 0.002) (Figure 3.2A). This decrease in withdrawal 

threshold persisted for at least two weeks. No change in withdrawal threshold to 

tactile stimuli of the contralateral paw was observed at any time (Figure 3.2A). 

Spinal Cord Stimulation 

After establishing the motor threshold (0.73 ± 0.08 mA [mean ± SEM]), the 

stimulation current was reduced to 2/3 of the motor threshold (0.5 ± 0.05 mA 

[mean ± SEM]). To ensure that the implantation of the electrode did not affect the 

withdrawal threshold, von Frey values of DPO14 and DPO16 were compared: No 

significant difference was noted between pre-implantation at DPO14 (0.22 ± 0.13 

g [mean ± SEM]) and after the implantation of the electrodes at DPO 16 (0.08 ± 

0.03 g [mean ± SEM]) (Student’s t-test; p < 0.26). 

As can be deduced from Figure 3.2B, a 30-min SCS has a significant effect on the 

withdrawal threshold to von Frey stimuli of the ipsilateral paw: already 15 min 

after initiation of SCS the withdrawal threshold of the injured paw increased to 

0.85 ± 0.22 g. (mean ± SEM) However, no statistical significance was reached (t-
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test compared with pre-SCS, p < 0.035). Thirty minutes after the initiation of SCS, 

a significant increase in withdrawal threshold was observed, which even returned 

to pre-neuropathy levels: mean withdrawal level of the ipsilateral paw was 1.10 ± 

0.10 g (mean ± SEM) (t-test compared with pre-SCS, p < 0.0024).  

After termination of the SCS, the withdrawal threshold of the ipsilateral paw 

slowly decreased to 0.50 ± 0.06 g (mean ± SEM) at 60 min (t-test compared with 

pre-SCS, p < 0.011). No effect of the SCS on the withdrawal threshold of the 

contralateral paw was noted during the experiment (Figure 3.2B). 

 

Figure 3.2. (A) All data are presented as mean ± SEM. Decrease in withdrawal threshold of ipsilateral 

hind paw to mechanical stimuli (von Frey) following the Seltzer lesion (N = 4). No change in 

withdrawal threshold of the contralateral paw was observed. (B) SCS (N = 4) resulted in a rapid 

increase of the mean withdrawal threshold. After 15 minutes of stimulation withdrawal threshold 

reached 0.85 ± 0.22 g. Maximum stimulation effect to pre-neuropathy level was achieved after 30 

min, which was statistically different compared to pre-SCS values (p < 0.0024). Statistical significance 

(p < 0.0125) is indicated with asterisks. After cessation of SCS, withdrawal threshold gradually 

decreased to 0.50 ± 0.06 g. SCS did not affect the withdrawal threshold of the contralateral paw. 

Discussion 

In the present study, we demonstrate and confirm that the onset, progression, and 

duration of the changes in withdrawal response to tactile stimuli induced by a 

partial nerve injury evoked pain condition in the C57BL/6 strain of mouse are 

similar to those previously reported in rats and mice [125,187]. A new finding is 

that 30 minutes of SCS (f = 50Hz, pulse width 2 msec.) induced a rapid and 

robust increase in the withdrawal threshold to tactile stimulation of the ipsilateral 

paw of the C57BL/6 male mouse. No changes contralateral to the nerve injury 

were noted. Thirty minutes after initiating SCS, a significant increase in the 

withdrawal threshold to tactile stimuli in the C57BL/6 mice was observed, which 

even returned to pre-neuropathy levels. In the Sprague-Dawley rat, a maximal 

pain relieving effect also was noted after 30 min of SCS, although pre-neuropathy 

levels were not reached [33,36,206]. However, in a recent study, a differential 

effect of SCS related to the severity of mechanical allodynia was reported: a return 
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to pre-neuropathy levels was noted only for mild allodynic rats, whereas in severe 

allodynic male Sprague-Dawley rats SCS did not lead to a statistically significant 

increase of withdrawal thresholds to tactile stimuli [197]. Although in the present 

small-scale study SCS seems to be a more efficient therapy for mechanical 

hyperalgesia in chronic neuropathic C57BL/6 mice than in rats, a large scale study 

needs to be performed in which mice will be subdivided into groups based on the 

level of allodynia similar to those previously described for the rat [197]. This is 

complicated, however, because already the pre-neuropathy levels in C57BL/6 

mice significantly differ from the Sprague Dawley rat (C57BL/6 mice (1.0 g) and 

Sprague Dawley rats > 60-70 g, and assessed with the same von Frey equipment). 

Hence, a subdivision in C57BL/6 mice with respect to the level of allodynia based 

on cut-off points in a consecutive order of filament stiffness as used in the rat will 

never result in identical subgroups.  

To achieve maximal effect of the present SCS approach, it is important to 

stimulate at the correct location. In our opinion, this optimal location would be 

the position where the roots of the sciatic nerve leave the central nervous system 

at L3-L6. This corresponds with the vertebral body of T13. Although we cannot 

exclude the possibility that SCS of levels other than L3-L6 could be therapeutically 

beneficial, the present results indicate that SCS of L3-L6 has optimal effects (ie, 

withdrawal thresholds returning to baseline levels). Previously the localization of 

the electrode at T13 was verified in rat by X-ray [197]. Unfortunately, verification 

of the correct position of the electrode using X-ray was not possible in our mice. 

Attempts were made, but due to the lower bone density in the mouse as 

compared to the rat and the relative low resolution of the X-ray machine, they 

were unsuccessful. Therefore, verification of the position of the electrode in these 

mice was done retrospectively, after sacrificing the animals at the end of the 

experiment. Based on the anatomical landmarks (ie the vertebral body of T13), the 

correct localization of the electrode was verified.  

It should be noted that various difficulties were encountered in developing this 

SCS model in mice. One of the major complications was the mobility of mice as 

compared to rats. Mice continuously scratch and groom which results in a relative 

high percentage of animals in which the plugs located in the animals neck were 

dislocated. To solve this problem, we developed one small bipolar connector that 

then needs to be firmly cemented to the base of the skull.  

Again, the mobility of the mice formed a complication in the correct assessment 

of behavioral changes as measured with the von Frey. Whereas rats can be 

assessed for tactile allodynia after a habituation of only 10 min [197], mice need 

to habituate to the von Frey cages for at least 60 min. Consequently, SCS was 

performed while animals were located within the von Frey test cage. Then, 

appropriate and correct assessment of tactile allodynia in these mice was possible. 
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Conclusions 

We demonstrate that SCS in the mouse is technically possible and results in a fast 

and significant pain relief in allodynic mice. It is our understanding that with the 

present developed SCS system in neuropathic mice it will be possible to study the 

underlying molecular mechanism of SCS and pain relief in genetically modified 

animals. 
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Abstract 

Background 

The effect of Spinal Cord Stimulation (SCS) in chronic neuropathic pain is 

inversely related to severity of mechanical allodynia and the underlying 

mechanisms are poorly understood. To understand these mechanisms further we 

aimed to develop a model of SCS in a neuropathic mouse. Further, the CatWalk 

analysis, which is claimed to be an improved test for mechanical allodynia and 

therapeutic intervention, was used to analyze the effect of SCS on mechanical 

allodynia.  

Methods 

Male C57BL/6 mice (N = 31) underwent partial ligation of the sciatic nerve. After 

14 days an electrode was implanted and the effect of SCS (N = 22) on mechanical 

allodynia was tested. Unligated mice (N = 8) also received SCS. Behavioral 

analysis was performed using von Frey filaments and the CatWalk system. 

Results 

The withdrawal threshold showed a significant decrease which remained over 

time. Changes in CatWalk parameters were observed after 2 days, but tended to 

diminish during the next 14 days. Thirty minutes of SCS resulted in a 100% 

response and return to pre-neuropathy levels of the withdrawal threshold. The 

effect of SCS on the withdrawal threshold was comparable for the most severe and 

milder allodynic animals. SCS did not affect any of the CatWalk parameters in all 

mice. 

Conclusion 

We developed a model of SCS in a chronic neuropathic pain C57BL/6 mouse. 

The CatWalk gait analysis does not result in detection of behavioral changes to 

SCS in mice with chronic neuropathic pain and control animals. This model 

allows future molecular-genetic studies on the mechanisms of SCS in chronic 

neuropathic pain. 
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Introduction 

Despite the use of Spinal Cord Stimulation (SCS) in the treatment of patients with 

chronic neuropathic pain [85,87,98] understanding of the underlying mechanisms 

of its favorable effects is still relatively limited. In the experimental field, new 

insights have been obtained on mechanisms that could be responsible for the 

effect of SCS in chronic neuropathic pain models [33,112,134]. The most 

commonly used neuropathic pain model to study experimental SCS is the partial 

ligation of the sciatic nerve or Seltzer model [187]. The Seltzer ligation results in a 

fast and pronounced development of mechanical allodynia (as assessed with von 

Frey filaments) and thermal hyperalgesia in rats and this persists for more than 7 

months [187]. 

In Seltzer injured rats, SCS results in a robust and fast increase in the von Frey 

withdrawal threshold of the injured limb which is still noticeable 60 min after 

cessation of SCS [197]. Similar to the clinical situation, 30-50% of rats with 

chronic neuropathic pain do not respond adequately to SCS [36,97,206]. 

Moreover, an inverse relationship of the degree of mechanical allodynia and the 

effect of SCS was shown [197]. From these experimental data, it was suggested 

that the selection and subdivision of patient groups similar to those defined in the 

rat model [197] may provide better pre-treatment prediction of possible 

therapeutic benefits of SCS. Indeed, after the analysis of various prognostic factors 

in 36 CRPS-I patients treated with SCS, the degree of brush-evoked allodynia was 

shown to be a prognostic factor of SCS treatment outcome [222].  

To analyze the underlying mechanisms of SCS in experimental chronic 

neuropathic pain further it might be important to develop an SCS model in mice 

with chronic neuropathic pain. An SCS mouse model might allow us to study the 

molecular-genetic mechanisms of neuropathic pain and SCS, using mice with 

specific gene modifications. In a pilot experiment we have already described the 

technical requirements and aspects to apply SCS in chronic neuropathic C57BL/6 

mice [217]. It has been reported that C57BL/6 Seltzer injured mice develop 

mechanical allodynia [125] similar to that described in the Sprague-Dawley rat 

[134,187].  

Whereas testing of mechanical allodynia using the von Frey withdrawal threshold 

is presently used as the gold standard, another method, the CatWalk gait analysis 

is additionally used in experimental pain research. The CatWalk is a fully 

automated objective gait analysis and was initially developed to analyze gait 

changes after spinal cord injury in rats [66]. In addition, the CatWalk has been 

suggested as a novel rapid and highly objective alternative to the von Frey method 

for measuring mechanical allodynia in rat animal models of chronic neuropathic 

pain [226] or acute inflammatory pain [58].  

Therefore, the aim of this investigation was twofold: first to study the effect of SCS 

on mechanical allodynia in the Seltzer injured C57BL/6 mouse using the von Frey 
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assessment and second to implement the CatWalk gait analysis for detection of 

pain-related gait changes after SCS in mice with chronic neuropathic pain. 

Methods 

Animals 

In this experiment a total of 39 male C57BL/6 mice (Charles River), weighing 20-

25 g, were used. In 31 mice, the sciatic nerve was ligated and 8 mice served as 

controls, only receiving SCS. Housing was kept at a constant room temperature of 

21 ± 2 ºC and humidity (55 ± 15 %) under a normal 12:12 h light/dark cycle. 

Water and food were available ad libitum. The well-being of the animals was 

monitored daily and documented by the responsible researcher. 

General 

Animal experiments were performed in accordance with the European Directive 

for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals Used for Experimental and Other 

Scientific Purposes (86/609/EU) and were approved by the Committee for 

Experiments on Animals of Maastricht, The Netherlands. Surgery was performed 

under aseptic conditions in anesthetized animals. General anesthesia was induced 

by isoflurane inhalation (4 % in a 1:1 mixture with air, flow 400 ml/min) in a 

Plexiglas induction chamber. Anesthesia was maintained with an univentor 400® 

injection system vaporizer (Zevenaar, Holland) with an open mask system 

(Fluovac, Harvard Apparatus) using 2 % isoflurane in a 1:1 mixture with air flow 

of 250 ml/min. Loss of body temperature was prevented by placing the animal on 

a automated heating pad (37.5 ± 0.5 ºC), (IDEE, University of Maastricht). 

Animals that showed signs of extreme weight loss (> 15 % of bodyweight at 

delivery), cachectic behaviour, or who did not groom, were euthanized. 

Unilateral ligation of the sciatic nerve 

A unilateral sciatic nerve ligation was performed similar to the approach 

described in rats by Seltzer [187] and Malmberg and Basbaum [125]. In short, the 

left sciatic nerve was exposed by blunt dissection and carefully freed from 

surrounding connective tissue. Just distal to the posterior biceps semitendinosus, 

but proximal to the little fat pad that lies a few millimeters distal to this site, the 

ligation was performed. We used an 8/0 non-absorbable silk suture with a reverse 

cutting and 3/8 curve micro needle to ligate approximately 1/3-1/2 of the 

diameter of the left sciatic nerve. After the ligation, the wound was closed 

intracutaneously with a 5/0 silk suture. After surgery the mice were inspected 

daily, to assure sutures were still in place.  
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Implantation of the Spinal Cord Stimulation (SCS) device 

The procedure for implanting the electrodes in the mice was done under general 

anesthesia. Fourteen days post-operatively (DPO 14) a laminectomy was 

performed at the level of T13. Using the 13th rib as an anatomical landmark to 

identify the processus spinosus of T13, a small hole was made in the centre of the 

lamina as rostrally as possible making sure not to penetrate the dura. After the 

introduction of the cathode into the epidural space, the cathode was glued to the 

lamina of T12 using hystoacryl glue (Histoacryl®, Braun) in order to prevent 

movement of the lead. The anode was placed subcutaneously, in the abdominal 

wall as low as possible. The two leads were then positioned subcutaneously, in a 

way that they could move freely without putting stress on the leads.  

Next a small incision was made at the base of the skull of the mice to tunnel the 

bipolar connector including the leads subcutaneously to the incision site. The 

periosteum of the bone was carefully removed to ensure good adhesion of the 

connector. The connector was then firmly cemented to the base of the skull using 

bone cement (Paladur®, Kulzer).  

Animals were allowed to recuperate after the surgery for 48 h, before being 

submitted to the SCS. For SCS we used a Grass S88 stimulator (Astro-med Grass 

Warwick, USA) fitted with a Grass SIU-5 stimulus isolator and a Grass constant 

current unit. The stimulus paradigm was as follows: first the motor threshold was 

assessed (frequency 2 Hz, pulse width 0.2 ms) and the actual stimulation was 

performed at 2/3 of the motor threshold (frequency 50 Hz, pulse width 0.2 ms). 

Spinal cord stimulation was maintained for 30 min. During SCS, the mice could 

move freely. No signs of discomfort were noted due to the stimulation. The 

settings used for SCS were similar to those used by others in the rat [197] and 

mice [217]. 

To study the effect of SCS in control animals, electrodes were implanted into non-

ligated mice. These animals were also allowed to recuperate after the surgery for 

48 h, before being submitted to SCS.  

Behavioral testing 

von Frey withdrawal threshold to mechanical stimuli 

Before partially ligating the sciatic nerve each mouse was tested for the behavioral 

response to mechanical stimuli, using the von Frey test. This is the baseline 

withdrawal threshold (pre-operation threshold). The control animals were tested 

before receiving the SCS implant (baseline).  

After the ligation of the sciatic nerve, the withdrawal threshold was tested on 2, 7 

and 14 days post-operatively. Mice that did not show a decrease in withdrawal 

threshold of more than one von Frey filament compared to baseline were 

excluded and we qualified them as “non-allodynic”. Testing was done in a set of 

Plexiglas cages, each measuring 6.5 X 7.5 X 8.0 cm, with a wire mesh floor. The 

animals were allowed to adapt for 60 minutes before testing. After 
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acclimatization, the von Frey filaments were applied, in an order of increasing 

stiffness, through the wire mesh floor to the mid-plantar surface of the right or left 

hind paw until the filaments bent slightly. A positive withdrawal was scored when 

the animal showed a response (brisk withdrawal) to 3 out of the 5 stimuli 

presented. The animals were tested using 10 von Frey monofilaments (North 

Coast Medical Inc., Ca, USA) with logarithmically incremental stiffness (0.008, 

0.04, 0.07, 0.16, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, 1.4, 2.0, and 4.0 g).  

Immediately before SCS the animals were tested for the presence of mechanical 

allodynia using the von Frey filaments (pre-SCS). Von Frey analysis was done at 

several time points after the initiation of SCS (t = 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 

minutes). Spinal cord stimulation was ceased after 30 min. 

To study the effect of SCS related to the severity of mechanical allodynia, the 

allodynic mice were categorized based on their response to the various von Frey 

filaments just before SCS (pre-SCS) (Table 1). 

Catwalk gait analysis 

To exclude a possible effect of the stimulation of the hind paws by the von Frey 

filaments on CatWalk parameters, CatWalk data collection always was done on 

the same day and before the von Frey testing. 

In general, mice cross the CatWalk runway easily and at a constant speed. 

CatWalk gait analysis was done on the same day as the von Frey test during the 

first 14 days of the experiment, or baseline for the control animals. During the 

SCS-protocol CatWalk data were obtained pre-SCS and after 30 min of stimulation 

and at 60 min after cessation of SCS. These time points were selected because a 

15-min timeframe between von Frey assessments was too limited to allow us to 

collect appropriate CatWalk runs. 

The CatWalk analysis has been described in detail [66,96]. In short, the CatWalk 

system consists of a glass walkway which contains light from a white fluorescent 

source. The light rays from this source are completely reflected internally. When 

an object touches the glass runway, the light is reflected downwards, where it is 

detected by a video camera (Sony 3CCD Color Video Camera; DXC-990/990P). 

This signal is then digitized, which allows analysis by the CatWalk program 

software [66]. With the CatWalk, a vast variety of static and dynamic gait 

parameters can be measured. Some of these parameters, including Mean intensity 

of paw placement, Stance duration and Swing duration of the hind paw, have 

been linked to mechanical allodynia and neuropathic pain [226]. Because the 

speed and consistency at which the animals cross the glass runway can affect 

various CatWalk parameters [96] a constant crossing time is a prerequisite for 

correct CatWalk analysis. 
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In the present study the following individual paw parameters were used: 

 

Mean intensity (expressed in arbitrary units, a.u): Mean intensity of the pixels 

forming the maximum area. 

Stance duration (expressed in seconds): Time of contact of the paw with the glass 

floor.  

Swing duration (expressed in seconds): Time that the paw is not in contact with 

the glass floor. 

Statistical Analysis 

The data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). For statistical 

analysis of differences over time of the withdrawal thresholds and the CatWalk 

parameters over time, we used the non-parametric Friedman test, followed by a 

Dunn’s post-hoc test. The Wilcoxon test was used to compare the withdrawal 

thresholds and CatWalk parameters between DPO14 and pre-SCS. For analysis of 

differences in weight and crossing time the repeated measure analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) with Bonferroni correction was used. p < 0.05 was considered to be 

statistically significant. 

 

Results  

General observations 

The majority of the operated mice appeared healthy and well groomed. None of 

the mice showed signs of autotomy after ligation of the left sciatic nerve. Paw 

gesture of the ipsilateral paw was slightly altered, but this did not interfere with 

the normal daily activities of the mice. Body weight slightly decreased after the 

partial ligation of the sciatic nerve but returned to pre-injury levels within 5 days.  

A total of 29 out of the 31 ligated animals could be used as they developed 

mechanical allodynia as assessed with von Frey filaments (2 animals were non-

allodynic). For SCS 22 animals were used to study the effect on mechanical 

allodynia (2 animals were in poor health after implantation, in 3 animals the 

connector came loose from the cranium, and 2 animals did not show any reaction 

to the mechanical stimulation after implantation). 

On the same 29 animals used for the von Frey analysis the CatWalk analysis of 

the gait during the development of mechanical allodynia was performed. To study 

the effect of SCS on gait we included 19 animals (3 additional animals were 

excluded compared to the von Frey analysis of SCS, because these animals were 

reluctant to cross the CatWalk runway. 

A total of 7 out of 8 control animals could be used for von Frey and CatWalk 

analysis (one animal was excluded because the connector came loose). 
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Table 4.1. Effect of SCS on the withdrawal threshold of the different “allodynic groups” (N = 22). The 

first column depicts the absolute pre-nerve injury withdrawal threshold of the different “allodynic 

groups”, defined by the degree of allodynia at pre-stimulation (Column 2). The third column depicts 

the absolute withdrawal threshold after 30 min of SCS. The last column depicts the effect of SCS 

expressed in percent of pre-nerve injury withdrawal threshold. No difference could be detected 

between the degree of allodynia and the response to SCS. 

 

Withdrawal threshold to mechanical stimuli after partial nerve injury 

A marked decrease in the withdrawal threshold of the ipsilateral paw at DPO2 

compared to baseline was noted in Seltzer ligated animals (N = 29) (Figure 4.1A). 

Before the Seltzer operation, the mean withdrawal threshold of the ipsilateral paw 

of these mice were 1.00 ± 0.05 g. Two days after the ligation a reduction was 

observed to 0.16 ± 0.03 g (p < 0.001), which remained stable up to DPO14. The 

withdrawal threshold of the contralateral paw at baseline (1.00 ± 0.06 g) was 

comparable to that of the ipsilateral paw (1.00 ± 0.05 g). The partial ligation of 

the left sciatic nerve did not result in alterations in withdrawal threshold of the 

contralateral paw (Figure 4.1A). 

Withdrawal threshold to mechanical stimuli during and after Spinal Cord 

Stimulation 

A total of 29 allodynic animals were implanted with a SCS device at DPO14. 

Twenty-two received SCS. In this population of SCS responders (N = 22), the 

mean pre-operation withdrawal threshold (baseline) was 1.03 ± 0.07 g. 

The mean pre-stimulation withdrawal threshold (pre-SCS) of the ipsilateral paw 

was 0.11 ± 0.03 g, which did not differ from the withdrawal threshold at DPO14 

(pre-implantation) (0.15 ± 0.03 g, p > 0.05). 

SCS increased the mean withdrawal threshold to 0.78 ± 0.08 g after 15 min of 

stimulation as compared to pre-SCS (p < 0.001) (Figure 4.1B). Complete return to 

 Pre-nerve injury 

withdrawal 

threshold (g) 

Pre-stimulation 

withdrawal 

threshold (g) 

Withdrawal 

threshold after 30 

min SCS (g) 

Percent of pre-nerve 

injury withdrawal 

threshold at SCS30 

 1.0 ± 0.40 (n = 2) 0.008 1.0 ± 0.00 119.05 ± 47.76 

 0.9 ± 0.07 (n = 6) 0.02 0.9 ± 0.07 104.44 ± 14.05 

 1.0 ± 0.00 (n = 2) 0.04 1.0 ± 0.20 120.00 ± 20.06 

 1.0 ± 0.63 (n = 4) 0.07 1.0 ± 0.12 133.33 ± 33.33 

 0.9 ± 0.08 (n = 5) 0.16 0.9 ± 0.13 108.00 ± 7.99 

 1.5 ± 0.29 (n = 3) 0.4 1.5 ± 0.33 90.48 ± 0.00 

Mean 1.03 0.11 1.08 111.34 

SEM 0.07 0.03 0.06 8.10 
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pre-neuropathy levels (1.08 ± 0.06 g, p > 0.05) of the withdrawal threshold was 

observed after 30 min of SCS (Figure 4.1B).  

Thirty minutes after its initiation, SCS was terminated. The mean withdrawal 

threshold decreased to 0.26 ± 0.04 g at 75 min and was not significantly different 

from that at pre-SCS (p > 0.05). During and after SCS no changes in withdrawal 

threshold of the contralateral paw were noted (Figure 4.1B). 

No effect on the withdrawal threshold of both the ipsilateral and contralateral 

hind paw after implantation and SCS could be observed in the control animals 

(Figure 4.1C).  

Based on their responses all allodynic animals were categorized to the various 

filaments after 16 days (pre-SCS) of chronic neuropathic pain (Table 4.1). The 

most “sensitive” animals responded to a filament of 0.008 g whereas the least 

“sensitive” animals responded to 0.4 g. Pre-nerve injury withdrawal threshold of 

the ipsilateral paw of all mice did not differ (Table 4.1). As can be deduced from 

our data, the degree of mechanical allodynia is not related to the response to SCS. 

The most severely allodynic animals responded as well to SCS as the less 

allodynic animals in the sense that all the animals returned to pre-operative 

withdrawal threshold values after 30 min of SCS (Table 4.1).  

 

CatWalk gait analysis after partial nerve injury 

First we performed a CatWalk gait analysis after a unilateral ligation of the sciatic 

nerve. With respect to a reliable comparison of gait parameters between animals 

with nerve ligation, two aspects are of high importance: body weight and speed of 

gait [96,228]. First, body weight may seriously confound interpretations about 

CatWalk parameters such as the Mean intensity parameter of gait. Body weight 

decreased after the operation to 21.81 ± 0.17 g compared to baseline (22.47 ± 

0.16 g) (95% CI, 0.66 (0.34, 0.97)), but returned to pre-operation values within 5 

days (22.23 ± 0.15 g) (95% CI, 0.23 (0.09, 0.55)). Second, the speed of gait may 

have a strong influence on gait parameters including Print area, Stance duration 

and Swing duration. In the present experiment no correction for speed was 

needed because the CatWalk crossing time did not show significant differences in 

the ligated animals over time (baseline 1.46 ± 0.04 s, DPO2 1.46 ± 0.25 s, DPO7 

1.44 ± 0.35 s, DPO14 1.37 ± 0.26 s, pre-SCS 1.38 ± 0.06 s, SCS30 1.43 ± 0.25 s 

and SCS90 1.43 ± 0.20 s) (ANOVA p > 0.05). 
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Figure 4.1. Development of mechanical allodynia after partial ligation of the sciatic nerve. All data are 

represented as mean ± SEM. (A) Decrease in withdrawal threshold of the ipsilateral hind paw to 

mechanical (von Frey) stimulation following the Seltzer ligation (N=29). No change in withdrawal 

threshold of the contralateral paw could be detected. (B) Spinal Cord Stimulation (N = 22) resulted in a 

rapid increase of the mean withdrawal threshold of the ipsilateral hind paw. After 15 min of 

stimulation withdrawal threshold reached 0.78 ± 0.08 g. Maximum stimulation effect to pre-

neuropathy level was achieved after 30 min, which was statistically different from pre-SCS values (p < 

0.001). Statistical significance (p < 0.05) compared to that at pre-SCS is indicated with asterisks. After 

cessation of SCS, withdrawal threshold gradually decreased to 0.26 ± 0.04 g at 75 min and was not 

significantly different compared to pre-SCS (p > 0.05). SCS did not affect the withdrawal threshold of 

the contralateral paw. (C) Effect of SCS on the withdrawal threshold in non-ligated animals (N=7). No 

effect of SCS on the withdrawal threshold of both the ipsilateral and contralateral paw could be 

detected. 

 

Partial ligation of the sciatic nerve did result in a significantly changed Intensity of 

the ipsilateral paw print. A decrease to 74.92 ± 6.64 % at DPO2 (compared to 

baseline) (p < 0.001) was observed (Figure 4.2A). Despite the fact that from DPO2 

a gradual increase was noted, still a small but significant difference could be 

observed between the Intensity at baseline and DPO14 (84.31 ± 5.71 %, p < 

0.05). No changes in Intensity of the contralateral paw were observed (Figure 

4.2B). 

The Stance duration of the left hind paw in the Seltzer group significantly 

decreased to 55.14 ± 6.87 % at DPO2 compared to baseline (p < 0.001). An 

increase in the Stance duration was noted over time and at DPO14 (80.64 ± 6.08 

%) no significant difference could be observed compared to baseline (Figure 
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4.2A). No changes in the Stance duration of the contralateral paw could be 

detected (Figure 4.2B). 

A significant increase of the Swing duration of the ipsilateral paw was observed at 

DPO2 (116.39 ± 11.39 %, p < 0.001) and DPO7 (120.90 ± 12.89 %, p < 0.01) 

compared to baseline. At DPO 14, the Swing duration (103.07 ± 8.45 %) returned 

to baseline values (Figure 4.2A). No changes in the Swing duration of the 

contralateral paw were observed (Figure 4.2B). 

CatWalk gait analysis after Spinal Cord Stimulation 

To study the effect of the implantation procedure, the CatWalk parameters of pre-

SCS and DPO14 were compared in the ligated animals. No effect could be 

detected for the Intensity and Stance duration. However an increase in Swing 

duration of the ipsilateral paw was noted (103.07 ± 8.45 % at DPO14 compared 

to 131.46 ± 4.37 % at pre-SCS, p = 0.007). The implantation did not affect the 

CatWalk parameters of the contralateral paw.  

For CatWalk analysis after SCS, 19 animals were included. Three out of the 22 

animals did not cross the CatWalk appropriately. CatWalk crossing times of these 

remaining 19 mice at pre-SCS (1.38 ± 0.06 s) did not differ from the crossing 

times before implantation (1.37 ± 0.26 s, p > 0.05).  

No effect on all CatWalk parameters studied could be observed after 30 min of 

SCS, for both the ipsilateral and contralateral hind paw. Intensity, Stance duration 

and Swing duration showed no changes compared to those at pre-SCS or 60 min 

after cessation of SCS (Figure 4.2C and D). 

In the control animals no changes in weight could be observed after the 

implantation compared to baseline (20.57 ± 0.20 g and 20.80 ± 0.21 g 

respectively (95% CI, 0.23, (-0.148, 0.60)). Also the crossing times did not differ 

over time (baseline 1.63 ± 0.08 s, pre-SCS 1.48 ± 0.10 s, SCS30 1.45 ± 0.05 s and 

SCS90 1.36 ± 0.05 s (ANOVA p > 0,05) and were not significantly different 

compared to the Seltzer animals. 

Thirty minutes of SCS did not result in any changes in CatWalk parameters (N = 7) 

in either the ipsilateral or contralateral hind paw (Figure 4.2E and F). Even sixty 

minutes after the termination of SCS no changes in CatWalk parameters could be 

observed (Figure 4.2E and F). 
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Figure 4.2. Effect of partial ligation of the left sciatic nerve and SCS on gait using the CatWalk. All data 

are represented as percent of pre-operative (mean ± SEM). (A) Decrease of the Intensity to 74.92 ± 

6.64 % at DPO2 compared to baseline. After DPO2, the Intensity started to increase to 84.31 ± 5.71 

% of baseline at DPO14, but was still different from baseline. Reduction of the Stance duration to 

55.14 ± 6.78 % at DPO2 compared to baseline. Over time the Stance duration returned to baseline 

and at DPO14 no significant difference could be observed compared to baseline. A statistically 

significant increase of the Swing duration could be observed at DPO2 and DPO 7, but returned to 

baseline levels at DPO14. Withdrawal threshold of the ipsilateral paw decreased to 16.02 ± 2.88 % of 

baseline values and remained unchanged at DPO14 (13.04 ± 2.43 %). (B) No effect on Intensity, 

Stance duration, Swing duration or on responses to von Frey filaments was observed in the 

contralateral paw. (C) No effect of SCS on Intensity, Stance duration and Swing duration was observed. 

Thirty minutes of SCS completely returned withdrawal threshold to pre-neuropathy levels. Anti-

allodynic effect of SCS lasted until t = 75 min. (D) No effect of SCS on the CatWalk parameters of the 

contralateral paw was noted. (E, F) SCS did not result in any changes in the CatWalk parameters or 

withdrawal threshold (von Frey) in the non-ligated control animals (N = 7). Statistical significance (p < 

0.05), compared to baseline is indicated with asterisks (A and B). Statistical significance (p < 0.05), 

compared to pre-SCS is indicated with asterisks (C and D). 
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Discussion 

The present study demonstrates the use of SCS as a treatment for mechanical 

allodynia in a mouse model of chronic neuropathic pain. Complete return to pre-

neuropathy levels was observed after 30 min of SCS. The anti-allodynic effect 

remained up to 60 min after cessation of SCS. We also showed that the severity of 

mechanical allodynia 16 days after the Seltzer ligation is not related to the 

therapeutic response to SCS in C57BL/6 mice with chronic neuropathic pain. The 

CatWalk gait analysis did detect gait changes after the Seltzer ligation, but these 

changes became less pronounced over time. No changes in gait were detected 

after 30 min of SCS. 

Gait analysis using the CatWalk was initially introduced to study functional 

deterioration and recovery after spinal cord injury [61,66,96] in rats. But it was 

also proposed to be a novel method to assess mechanical allodynia in a model of 

chronic neuropathic pain [226]. Nowadays the CatWalk is also being used in 

acute inflammatory pain models to detect development of mechanical allodynia 

[58] and behavior associated with inflammatory ankle-joint pain and therapeutic 

interventions [3]. In a carrageenan-induced monarthritis model the effect of the 

analgesics Morphine and Rofecoxib on CatWalk gait parameters was examined. It 

was demonstrated that Morphine and Rofecoxib could partially reverse 

carrageenan-induced changes in CatWalk parameters [3]. On the other hand, 

Morphine and Ibuprofen were not able to reverse CatWalk changes in a chronic 

constriction injury model, whereas they were able to inhibit mechanical allodynia 

when the von Frey test was used [127]. Recently, the use of the CatWalk for 

assessment of mechanical allodynia in acute inflammatory pain was disputed. It 

was reported that at 2 weeks after carrageenan injection no changes in the 

CatWalk parameters Intensity, Stance phase and Swing phase could be detected, 

whereas mechanical allodynia (as measured with the von Frey test) was still 

present [59]. Furthermore, a discrepancy was shown between the onset of 

mechanical allodynia and gait changes after complete sciatic nerve resection [43]. 

A clear decrease in CatWalk gait parameters was observed immediately after 

resection of the sciatic nerve, but mechanical allodynia (measured with the von 

Frey test) was found to develop only after a delay of 2 weeks [43]. On the other 

hand, both the CatWalk parameter Print area and von Frey values were both 

decreased when full motor function recovery was observed in rats with sciatic 

nerve crush (using the De Medinacelli method) [225].  

When measuring “chronic neuropathic pain” with the use of the CatWalk, one 

must appreciate the type of injury used for the development of the chronic pain 

state. Many different experimental models of peripheral mono-neuropathy have 

been developed in rats, including chronic constriction injury of the sciatic nerve 

[10], partial ligation of the sciatic nerve [187] and ligation of the L5 root of the 

sciatic nerve [92]. To our knowledge, the CCI model, sciatic nerve crush model 

and the carrageenan rat model have been used to assess prolonged changes in 
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gait using the CatWalk [59,225,226]. Because gait is a complex process, involving 

the function of both motor and sensory axons, damage to either of these can affect 

gait. Degeneration and axonal loss of all axon types were reported after chronic 

constriction of the sciatic nerve [8,29,227] and similar pathological changes were 

reported in the Seltzer type ligation [117]. These results suggested that both motor 

and sensory axons are equally lost following damage to the sciatic nerve. 

Therefore the behavioral changes as measured by the CatWalk resulting from 

damage to the sciatic nerve at mid-thigh level (involving both motor and sensory 

nerve fibers) are likely to be a compromise between pain and motor-related 

alterations.  

Obviously we were not able to detect any effect of SCS on the CatWalk gait 

parameters. At the same time the animals did show a profound effect of SCS on 

the withdrawal threshold as measured with the von Frey filaments. This strongly 

suggests that, in this model of chronic neuropathic pain, the CatWalk gait analysis 

does not allow the investigation of the effect of SCS on mechanical allodynia.  

An interesting observation is the fact that in C57BL/6 mice a 100 % response to 

SCS was observed and that no relation could be detected between the severity of 

mechanical allodynia and the effect of SCS.  

Previously, it was shown that a subdivision of Sprague-Dawley rats into 3 groups 

could be made based on the degree of mechanical allodynia in Sprague-Dawley 

rats [197]. The most severely allodynic rats (withdrawal threshold 0.16-1.0 g) did 

not respond to SCS whereas the mildly allodynic rats (withdrawal threshold 8-25 

g) showed a return to pre-injury withdrawal threshold after 30 min of SCS. In our 

mouse experiment even the most severely allodynic animals, with a reduction in 

withdrawal threshold to 0.8 % of pre-injury values, responded optimally to SCS 

with a complete return to pre-injury withdrawal threshold. The difference in 

response to SCS after a peripheral nerve injury may be related to differential 

heritability of nociception. Compared to other mouse strains, the C57BL/6 is 

relatively resistant to mechanical allodynia [144,145]. It should be noted that in 

rats also genetic differences occur in sensitivity to mechanical allodynia [42]. 

Nevertheless, the findings in the Sprague-Dawley rats on the relation between 

efficacy of SCS and degree of mechanical allodynia have been shown to be 

comparable to those in patients with CRPS-I [222]. An explanation for the 

difference in efficacy of SCS between the Sprague-Dawley rats with chronic 

neuropathic pain and C57BL/6 mice with chronic neuropathic pain could be of a 

technical nature. The effect of SCS and the way in which the dorsal column is 

exited is related to current density, fiber diameter and distance between the nerve 

fiber and the cathode [76]. The cathode used in mice (2.25 x 0.76 x 0.025 mm) is 

smaller than that used in rats (3.00 x 1.00 x 0.025 mm). With consistent electrode 

conductivity, current density is inversely proportional to the electrode size. 

Whereas the contact area of the stimulating electrode decreases for specific 

current intensity, the current density increases [76]. This increase in current 

density might result in the stimulation of more fibers located in the dorsal 
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funiculus, eventually resulting in a better anti-allodynic effect in allodynic mice as 

compared to rats.  

One of the proposed mechanisms underlying the effect of SCS in neuropathic pain 

is the facilitation of the GABAergic system [33]. Administration of a GABAb 

agonist (baclofen) potentiates the behavioral response to SCS in rats previously 

responding poorly to SCS. Loss of GABA and its synthesizing enzyme glutamate 

decarboxylase (GAD) from the dorsal horn has been reported following nerve 

injury in rats [22,48,78,147]. In contrast, an initial increase in GABA was detected 

and no changes in GAD were observed in mice with spared nerve injury [183]. 

This could be another explanation for the 100 % response to SCS in mice.  

Furthermore, it has been recently suggested that the anti-allodynic effect of 

electrical stimulation could be attributed to the down-regulation of NR1 

phosphorylation in a rat model of visceral hypersensitivity [211]. The 

phosphorylation of the NMDA receptor has been suggested as an important 

component in the development of central sensitization and chronic pain 

[60,246,247]. One could speculate that SCS in chronic neuropathic pain has a 

more pronounced effect on the phosphorylation of the NMDA receptor and, if so, 

is more efficient in C57BL/6 mice than in Sprague-Dawley rats.  

 

Conclusions 

We have shown that SCS in a mouse model of chronic neuropathic pain 

completely abolishes mechanical allodynia. Severity of mechanical allodynia is 

not a prediction for the efficacy of SCS in this mouse model. We have 

demonstrated that the CatWalk cannot be used in this model of chronic 

neuropathic pain to assess mechanical allodynia and the effect of SCS on 

mechanical allodynia. 

The present SCS-mouse model opens new avenues for studies on the mechanisms 

underlying neuromodulation as a therapy in chronic neuropathic pain.  
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Abstract 

Background and Aims 

Although Spinal Cord Stimulation (SCS) is an established treatment for chronic 

neuropathic pain, pain relief is still not successful in a large group of patients. We 

suggest that the success of SCS may be related to the timing of SCS during the 

development of chronic neuropathic pain. We therefore compared the effect of 

SCS applied after 24 h of neuropathic pain (early SCS) and after 16 days of 

neuropathic pain (late SCS). 

Methods 

For early SCS, male Sprague-Dawley rats (N = 13) were implanted with an SCS 

device, followed by a partial ligation of the sciatic nerve. Using von Frey 

monofilaments, tactile allodynia was assessed 24h after ligation. Animals with 

tactile allodynia received 30 min of SCS. Withdrawal thresholds were assessed 

just before SCS, during SCS and until the return to pre-stimulation withdrawal 

threshold. Results were compared with the data from late SCS (N = 29). 

Results 

Out of the 13 allodynic animals that received early SCS, 10 (77 %) responded to 

SCS with significantly increased withdrawal thresholds, compared to 38 % in the 

late SCS group. The increase of the withdrawal threshold in the early SCS group 

could still be noticed 90 min after termination of SCS. In more than half of these 

animals, pre-stimulation withdrawal thresholds were reached only the next day. 

Early SCS resulted in an increased number of responders to SCS and furthermore 

an increased duration of the effect of SCS as compared to late SCS. 

Conclusion 

Early SCS treatment of neuropathic rats is more effective as compared to the late 

SCS treatment. 
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Introduction 

In patients with complex regional pain syndrome type 1 (CRPS-1) the pain is 

reported to be debilitating, greatly influencing daily life. This pain is neuropathic 

in origin and is thought to be the result of both peripheral and central 

sensitization. Spinal cord stimulation (SCS) in a well selected group of CRPS-1 

patients is considered to be an effective treatment, although approximately 50 % 

of patients are eligible for permanent implant and satisfactory pain relief subsides 

over time [87,88]. It was therefore suggested that better patient selection and 

optimal timing of the procedure might improve the outcome of SCS in CRPS-1 

patients [203].  

Recently, it has been reported that the absence of mechanical allodynia in 

patients with CRPS-1 predicts a good outcome after 1 year of SCS (81 %), whereas 

in patients with severe allodynia, the success of SCS was much lower (31 %) 

[222]. This is in line with the results from an experimental animal model of 

chronic neuropathic pain and SCS, where animals with severe allodynia did not 

benefit from SCS [197]. Furthermore, it has been shown that the severity of touch 

evoked allodynia in patients with CRPS is positively correlated with the 

progression of the disease [186]. These findings suggest that the severity of 

allodynia might reflect the degree or severity of central sensitization and is time 

dependent. Consequently, severe or long lasting central sensitization predicts a 

poor outcome for SCS in patients with CRPS-1, where an early intervention could 

improve the outcome of SCS by limiting or attenuating central sensitization. 

Indeed, several case studies have reported an improved outcome, when SCS was 

used in an early stage of the disease [71,178,223].  

We therefore set to determine if early SCS (1 day after induction of 

mononeuropathy) could improve the effect on hypersensitivity to innocuous 

stimuli (mechanical allodynia) compared to late SCS (16 days of neuropathic pain) 

in an animal model of neuropathic pain.  
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Methods 

Animals 

Male Sprague-Dawley rats, weighing 300-350 g, were used in the experiments. 

The animals were individually housed under temperature controlled conditions at 

21 ± 1 ºC, with a normal 12:12 h light/dark cycle. The animals had free access to 

food pellets and water.  

General 

All experiments were performed in accordance with the European Directive for 

the Protection of Vertebrate Animals Used for Experimental and Other Scientific 

Purposes (86/609/EU) and were approved by the Committee for Experiments on 

Animals of Maastricht, The Netherlands. 

Surgery was performed in anesthetized animals under aseptic conditions. 

Induction and maintenance of general anesthesia was performed by isoflurane 

inhalation. Constant body temperature was maintained by placing the animal on 

an automated heating pad (37.5 ± 0.5 ºC), (IDEE, University Maastricht). If signs of 

extreme weight loss (> 15 % of body weight at baseline), absence of grooming or 

appearance of cachectic behavior were observed, the animal was euthanized. 

Induction of neuropathic pain 

A unilateral ligation of the left sciatic nerve was performed as described by Seltzer 

[187]. The left sciatic nerve was exposed by blunt dissection and carefully freed 

from surrounding connective tissue. Distal to the posterior biceps semitendinosus, 

but proximal to the little fat pad that lies a few millimeters distal to this site, the 

sciatic nerve was partially ligated. An 8/0 non-absorbable silk suture with a 

reverse cutting micro needle was used to ligate approximately 1/3 to 1/2 of the 

diameter of the left sciatic nerve. After the ligation, the wound was closed with a 

4/0 silk suture. In the early SCS group, the Seltzer operation was performed 2 days 

after the implantation of the SCS device. In the animals in the late SCS group, the 

Seltzer operation was performed and the development of tactile hypersensitivity 

(mechanical allodynia), based on paw withdrawal thresholds to innocuous 

mechanical stimuli was followed for 16 days as reported previously [197].  

Implantation of the SCS system 

In the animals receiving early SCS, the SCS system was implanted prior to the 

partial ligation of the sciatic nerve. The same implantation procedure and SCS 

system were used as reported earlier [197]. In brief, a rectangular platinum 

iridium cathode (3.00 x 1.00 x 0.10 mm, Medtronic Bakken Research, Maastricht) 

(Fig. 1) was implanted epidurally by a small laminectomy at the T13 level. The 

wire of the cathode was secured to the spinosus process of T12 to prevent 

movement of the lead. The anode (diameter of 6.0 mm and thickness of 0.10 mm) 
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(Figure 5.1) was placed subcutaneously. Both leads were tunneled subcutaneously 

to the neck of the animal and connected to micro plugs, which were sutured to 

the skin of the neck of the animal. Animals were allowed to recover for 2 days 

after electrodes implantation. In the late SCS group, the SCS device was implanted 

after 14 days of neuropathy according to the same procedure. 

For SCS, a Grass S88 stimulator (Astro-med Grass, Warwick, USA) fitted with a 

Grass SIU-5 stimulus isolator and a Grass constant current unit was used. The 

stimulus paradigm consisted of the assessment of the motor threshold (frequency 

2Hz, pulse width 0.2 ms) followed by 30 min of SCS (2/3 of motor threshold, 

frequency 50 Hz, pulse width 0.2 ms) as reported earlier [33,36,180,197].  

To study the effect of SCS in control animals, electrodes were implanted in non-

neuropathic unligated rats. These animals were also allowed to recuperate after 

surgery for 48 h, before being submitted to 30 min of SCS. 

 

Figure 5.1. Electrodes used for SCS. The cathode (3.00 x 1.00 x 0.10 mm) was placed on the dura of 

the spinal cord and the anode (diameter 6.0 mm and thickness 0.10 mm) was placed subcutaneously.  

 

Behavioral testing 

All animals were tested for their behavioral response to innocuous mechanical 

stimuli, using von Frey monofilaments. Testing took place in a set of Plexiglas 

cages with an elevated wire mesh floor. Prior to testing, the animals were allowed 

to adapt for 30 min. After acclimatization, the von Frey filaments were applied, in 

an order of increasing stiffness, through the wire mesh floor to the mid-plantar 

surface of the left or right hind paw until the filaments bent slightly. A positive 

response was scored when the animal showed a brisk withdrawal of the hind paw 

to 3 of the 5 stimuli presented. The animals were tested using 14 von Frey 

monofilaments (Stoelting CO, IL, USA) with logarithmically incremental stiffness 

(0.16, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, 1.4, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0, 15.0, 26.0, 60.0, and 100 g), 

corresponding to the linear perceived intensity (3.22, 3.61, 3.84, 4.08, 4.17, 4.31, 
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4.56, 4.74, 4.93, 5.07, 5.18, 5.46, 5.88 and 6.10). These values are achieved 

according to the formula: log10 (mg x 10) (Stoelting). Animals which did not 

display a decrease of the withdrawal threshold of ≥ 2 von Frey filaments after the 

Seltzer ligation as compared to pre-nerve injury withdrawal thresholds were 

excluded and defined as “non-allodynic”.  

Prior to early stimulation (pre-SCS) withdrawal thresholds were measured. Rats 

were tested 15 and 30 min following initiation of SCS. After 30 min SCS was 

terminated and the animals were tested the following 30, 60, 90, 120, 150 min. 

Rats who did not return to pre-SCS withdrawal thresholds after 150 min were 

tested once more the next day. Animals receiving late SCS were tested at the same 

time points as rats receiving early SCS, except testing was stopped 60 min after 

termination of SCS. A responder to SCS was defined when SCS resulted in an 

maximum possible effect (MPE) > 50 %. MPE was calculated for each individual 

animal according to the following formula: MPE % = (withdrawal threshold after 

30 min of SCS – withdrawal threshold pre-SCS)/(pre-nerve injury withdrawal 

threshold – withdrawal threshold pre-SCS) x 100 %. The withdrawal thresholds of 

the unligated control animals were tested before implantation of the electrodes. 

Two days after the surgery, withdrawal thresholds were again assessed according 

to the same paradigm as the late SCS group.  

Experimental procedures 

Two SCS paradigms were compared: “early” SCS was compared with “late” SCS 

(data from late SCS were acquired previously in our lab) [197], where early SCS 

was defined as SCS applied 24 h after the appearance of tactile hypersensitivity 

and late SCS was defined as SCS applied after 16 days of hypersensitivity (Fig.2).  

Due to a recuperation period of 2 days after the implantation of the electrodes, we 

implanted the SCS device in the early SCS group before nerve injury. Two days 

after the electrode implantation, the sciatic nerve was partially ligated as 

described by Seltzer [187]. In the late SCS group, the SCS device was implanted 

14 days after the partial ligation of the sciatic nerve and the animals were allowed 

to recuperate for 2 days. Both groups received 30 min of SCS. After each 

experiment, the animals were euthanized and the position of the electrode 

(cathode) was verified. This was done using the spinosus of the 10th and 11th 

vertebrae (which are easily identified) and the 13th rib as anatomical reference 

points.  
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Statistical analysis 

The tactile withdrawal thresholds to von Frey filaments are presented as mean ± 

standard error of the mean (SEM). For statistical analysis of differences in the 

withdrawal thresholds over time, the non-parametric Friedman test, followed by 

Dunn’s post hoc test, was used. For comparison between the different groups, the 

Mann-Whitney test was used. For analysis of the area under the curve (AUC), a 

unpaired t-test or one-way ANOVA compared differences between groups. p < 

0.05 was considered to be statistically significant in all tests. 

 

 

Figure 5.2. Experimental procedures: timeframe for early spinal cord stimulation, late spinal cord 

stimulation and stimulation of uninjured animals.  

 

Results 

General observations 

In the early SCS group, out of a total of 16 animals that received a unilateral 

partial ligation of the sciatic nerve, three animals did not display tactile 

hypersensitivity after the Seltzer procedure and were excluded from the study. The 

remaining 13 animals qualified as hypersensitive (allodynic) and received SCS. In 

the late SCS group, 29 of the 32 animals showed a decrease of the withdrawal 

threshold of ≥ 2 von Frey filaments after the Seltzer ligation and thus qualified as 

hypersensitive (allodynic). These 29 animals all underwent late SCS. 
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Figure 5.3. Development of tactile hypersensitivity (mechanical allodynia) after Seltzer ligation and the 

effect of SCS in the hypersensitive total population and uninjured animals. All data are represented as 

mean ± SEM or maximal possible effect (MPE). (A) Decrease in withdrawal threshold of the ipsilateral 

hind paw to mechanical (von Frey) stimulation following Seltzer ligation. For the late SCS group (N = 

29) implantation did not affect the withdrawal threshold (14 and 16 days). The same is true for the 

early SCS group (N = 13) (pre-implantation and pre-nerve injury). (B) Spinal cord stimulation. In both 

groups, SCS resulted in an increase of the withdrawal threshold of the ipsilateral hind paw. Maximal 

increase of the withdrawal threshold was reached after 30 min of SCS. After termination of SCS, 

withdrawal thresholds gradually decreased in both groups over time. In the early SCS group (N = 13), 

the effect of SCS was still present at t = 90 min, whereas in the late SCS group (N = 29) withdrawal 

thresholds were back at pre-SCS withdrawal thresholds at t = 90 minutes. (C) Effect spinal cord 

stimulation in uninjured rats. Both the implantation alone and 30 min of SCS did not affect the 

withdrawal thresholds of the left and right hind paw. * Statistically significant difference with p < 0.05 

compared to pre-nerve injury. ** Statistically significant difference with p < 0.05 compared to pre-SCS 

(early group). *** Statistically significant difference with p < 0.05 compared to pre-SCS (late group).  

 

Development of tactile hypersensitivity  

Pre-nerve injury withdrawal thresholds of the ipsilateral hind paws in the early 

(81.5 ± 5.8 g) (N = 13) and late SCS group (76.6 ± 3.7 g) (N = 29) were 

comparable (Figure 5.3A). One day after the partial ligation of the sciatic nerve 

the withdrawal threshold of the ipsilateral paw in the early SCS group decreased 

from 81.5 ± 5.8 g to 5.5 ± 1.3 (t1 = 1 day after nerve ligation) (p < 0.05), and a 

similar decrease in the withdrawal threshold was noted in the late SCS group 14 
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days after the Seltzer ligation (76.6 ± 3.7 g to 5.6 ± 1.3 g) (p < 0.05) (Figure 5.3A). 

The implantation of the SCS device did not affect the withdrawal thresholds of the 

ipsilateral hind paws in both groups (p > 0.05) (Figure 5.3A). No effect of the 

ipsilateral ligation could be detected in the withdrawal threshold of the 

contralateral paw. 

 

Spinal cord stimulation in the total population 

In the total population of animals with tactile hypersensitivity (mechanical 

allodynia) in the late SCS group (N = 29) and early SCS group (N = 13) 30 min of 

SCS resulted in a gradual increase of the withdrawal threshold of the ipsilateral 

paw (Figure 5.3B). Pre-SCS withdrawal thresholds did not differ between both 

groups and the maximal increase in withdrawal threshold was observed at 30 min 

of SCS (SCS30). Early SCS resulted in a significant increase from 5.5 ± 1.3 g to 

34.2 ± 5.2 g after 30 min of early SCS compared to pre-SCS withdrawal thresholds 

(p < 0.0001) (Figure 5.3B). A comparable increase from 5.6 ± 1.3 g to 23.6 ± 5.2 

g (p < 0.0001) was observed after 30 min of late SCS (Figure 5.3B). After 

termination of SCS there was a gradual return to pre-SCS withdrawal thresholds in 

both groups. In the early SCS group however, withdrawal thresholds did not reach 

pre-SCS withdrawal thresholds at t = 90 min (21.5 ± 3.9 g) (60 min after cessation 

of SCS), where animals receiving late SCS returned to their pre-SCS withdrawal 

thresholds at t = 90 minutes (9.6 ± 2.3 g). No effect of the 30 min of SCS could be 

detected in the withdrawal threshold of the contralateral paw in both groups. 

Implantation of the electrodes in the control group (N = 5) did not affect the 

withdrawal thresholds of the left hind paw or right hind paw (Figure 5.2C). During 

the 30 min of SCS and after termination of SCS, withdrawal thresholds did not 

change as compared to pre-SCS withdrawal thresholds (Figure 5.3C). 

When the effect of SCS was expressed in % MPE for each time point, 30 min of 

early SCS resulted in a 66.8 ± 5.0 % MPE. This was significantly different 

compared to the MPE at 30 min of SCS in the late SCS group (36.0 ± 9.6 %) (p = 

0.04). After termination of SCS, the MPE of the early SCS group remained 

significantly increased as compared to the late SCS animals (Figure 5.4A). The 

AUC of the MPE of the early SCS and late SCS show a significant difference 

between the groups (p = 0.008), were the AUC of the early SCS group is 

significantly greater than the AUC of the late SCS group (Figure 5.4B). 
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Figure 5.4. Effect of spinal cord stimulation expressed as MPE %. (A) Early SCS resulted in a significant 

larger MPE after 30 min of SCS compared to late SCS. After cessation of SCS, the MPE of the early SCS 

group remained significantly increased over time compared to late SCS. (B) The AUC of the early SCS 

group was significantly larger compared to the AUC of the late SCS group. * Statistically significant 

difference with p < 0.05 between late and early SCS. 

Figure 5.5. Responders and non-responders to early and late SCS based on MPE > 50 % at SCS30. All 

data are represented as mean ± SEM. (A) Animals responding to late SCS (N = 11) reached maximal 

withdrawal thresholds after 30 min of SCS. After termination of SCS, the withdrawal thresholds 

decreased and reached pre-SCS withdrawal thresholds at t = 90 minutes. Early SCS (N = 10) resulted in 

a similar increase of the withdrawal thresholds, reaching maximum values at SCS30. After cessation of 

SCS, withdrawal thresholds were still increased at t = 90 min as compared to pre-SCS values. The non-

responders to early SCS (N = 3) and late SCS (n = 18) did not display an increase in the withdrawal 

threshold as a result of SCS. (B) The AUC of the responders to late and early SCS were not statistically 

different, but compared to the non-responders the AUC of both responders to late and early SCS were 

significantly increased compared to the non-responders to SCS. * Statistically significant difference 

with p < 0.05 compared to pre-SCS (early group). ** Statistically significant difference with p < 0.05 

compared to pre-SCS (late group). *** Statistically significant difference with p < 0.05 between 

responders and non-responders to SCS. 
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Responders and non-responders to SCS 

Next, we calculated the MPE at SCS30 for each individual animal in both groups, 

using our definition of a responder to SCS (MPE > 50 %). In the early SCS group, 

10 out of the 13 animals (77 %) could be defined as responders to SCS (MPE 73.2 

± 7.0 %). Late SCS resulted in 38 % (11/29) responders to SCS (MPE = 88.3 ± 6.2 

%). Focusing on the responders to SCS in both groups, the MPE of late SCS and 

early SCS revealed no statistical significant difference. Both early (N = 10) and late 

(N = 11) SCS resulted in a gradual increase of the ipsilateral withdrawal 

thresholds. Furthermore, no difference could be noted between the maximal 

increase in withdrawal thresholds after 30 min of SCS (late SCS; 53.4 ± 7.1 g) and 

early SCS (39.6 ± 5.6 g) (p = 0.14) (Figure 5.5A). After termination of SCS, a 

gradual decrease of the withdrawal threshold of the ipsilateral paw was noted in 

the responders to early SCS. The increased withdrawal thresholds (24.0 ± 4.6 g) in 

the early SCS animals was still present at t = 90 min (60 min after cessation of 

SCS) and was significantly increased compared to pre-SCS withdrawal thresholds 

(5.7 ± 1.6 g). In animals receiving late SCS, the withdrawal thresholds at t = 90 

min had reached pre-SCS values (18.4 ± 5.0 g and 7.6 ± 2.2 g, respectively, p > 

0.05). The animals who where defined as non-responders to SCS did not show a 

significant increase of the withdrawal threshold over time (Figure 5.5A). When 

comparing the AUC of the different groups, no difference could be observed 

between the responders to late SCS and early SCS or the non-responders to late 

SCS and early SCS (p > 0.05). The AUC of the responders to late and early SCS 

were significantly larger compared to the AUC of the non-responders to late and 

early SCS (Figure 5.5B). 

In three animals, 90 min after termination of early SCS (t = 120 min) pre-SCS 

withdrawal thresholds were reached and in seven animals the withdrawal 

threshold was still increased at t = 180 minutes (2 ½ h after cessation of early 

SCS). These animals returned to pre-SCS withdrawal thresholds the next day 

(Figure 5.6A). Although a difference in the duration of the effect of early SCS was 

observed, no difference in maximal increase of the withdrawal threshold at SCS30 

was noted (Figure 5.6A). The AUC of the animals only returning to pre-SCS 

withdrawal thresholds the next day was significantly larger than the AUC of the 

animals returning to pre-SCS withdrawal thresholds 90 min after cessation of SCS 

(Figure 5.6B). 
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Figure 5.6. Effect of early SCS. (A) In the early SCS responders (N = 10), seven animals did not return 

to their pre-SCS withdrawal thresholds until the next day. The other three animals reached pre-SCS 

withdrawal thresholds at t = 120 minutes (90 min after cessation of SCS). Only at t = 120 min a 

significant difference could be observed. (B) AUC of the animals reaching pre-SCS withdrawal 

thresholds the next day was significantly different compared to the AUC of the animals reaching pre-

SCS withdrawal thresholds at 120 min. * Statistically significant difference with p < 0.05 between pre-

SCS 120 min and pre-SCS the next day. 

 

Discussion 

In the present study it was demonstrated that early SCS in animals with 

neuropathic pain resulted in more responders (77 %) as compared to late SCS (38 

%). Furthermore, the duration of the effect of SCS was increased in the early SCS 

group as compared to the late SCS group. The increased duration of the effect of 

early SCS was not related however to the maximal increase of the withdrawal 

threshold. 

In patients with CRPS-1, SCS is considered successful if test stimulation results in a 

pain reduction of more than 50 % and these patients become eligible for 

permanent implantation [85]. After 1 year, these patients have a favorable 

outcome in significant pain reduction [87,222]. However, patients who do not 

respond to trial SCS neither benefit from the long term SCS. Increasing the number 

of responders to test stimulation is therefore much desired. We feel that in the 

animal model of neuropathic pain and SCS the effect of SCS reflects the effect in 

patients after trial stimulation, since the SCS period is relatively short. In the 

animal model of neuropathic pain and SCS there is no widely accepted definition 

for a responder to SCS and different definitions are being used 

[36,121,180,197,216]. We used the MPE, which is an established method to test 

the efficacy of drugs, to express the efficacy of SCS. When the definitions from the 

literature were used [36,121,180,197], early SCS still resulted in more responders 

than late SCS. The MPE of 50 % was chosen because this reflects a 50 % 

reduction in mechanical allodynia, which in turn has similarities with the 

definition used in patients with CRPS-1 (50 % pain reduction) to define 
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responders to SCS. It should be noted that the definition in patients mostly reflects 

a decrease in spontaneous pain and not mechanical allodynia. Interestingly 

however, trial stimulation in patients with CRPS-1 resulted in a marked decrease 

in allodynia as well as a decrease in deep burning pain [70]. To increase the 

number of responders to SCS by means of timing, selection or adjuvant 

pharmacotherapy, it is imperative to discriminate between responders and non-

responders in animal models of neuropathic pain. This to elucidate possible 

mechanisms responsible for the response or lack of response to SCS and thereby 

develop better strategies for managing pain in patients with CRPS-1. 

Early SCS results in an increased number of responders to SCS and an increased 

duration of the anti-allodynic effect compared to late SCS, suggesting that timing 

of the intervention in the process of the disease is important for the success of 

SCS. In neuropathic pain models the central sensitization develops within hours to 

days and is often initiated by an increased glutamate release in the dorsal horn 

[81]. Another event responsible for central sensitization is the decreased 

inhibition of the GABA-ergic system and is suggested to be time dependent 

[48,78]. It was shown that after 3 days of neuropathic pain, GABA 

immunoreactivity was decreased, but still noticeable. At 2 weeks, no GABA 

immunoreactive profiles could be detected. Therefore, the timing of the 

intervention in the process of central sensitization may be crucial for the 

beneficial effect, not only for SCS. For instance, the implantation of cells 

bioengineered to synthesize GABA in the lumbar subarachnoid space in rats, with 

a chronic constriction injury (CCI) [10] showed a time dependent success of 

increasing the withdrawal threshold of the ipsilateral paw [207]. Furthermore, 

pharmacological experiments on the intrathecal administration of a single dose of 

GABA in rats with CCI also showed a time-dependent effect [47]. Withdrawal 

thresholds of the ipsilateral paw significantly increased when GABA was given 

shortly after CCI (1-2 weeks), whereas late application demonstrated no effect on 

the withdrawal threshold. 

With respect to our recent findings, this could be one explanation on how early 

SCS results in a higher number of responders and a longer effect as compared to 

late SCS. In a previous paper by Smits [196] an increase in c-Fos in the dorsal 

horn was reported after SCS, but it was unclear whether the c-Fos positive cells 

where inhibitory or excitatory cells. However, the role of inhibitory GABA-ergic 

cells, based on pharmalogical and biological evidence, has been documented in 

the literature. [36,206,231]. Although the behavioral signs of neuropathic pain are 

comparable between early and late neuropathic pain, the central sensitization and 

its underlying mechanisms responsible for the behavioral signs such as 

mechanical allodynia could be different, or in a different phase [20]. Therefore, it 

could be speculated that early SCS is able to increase GABA levels in almost all 

animals, thereby reducing the mechanical allodynia by more than 50 %. This 

effect is only temporary as cessation of SCS results in a return to the neuropathic 
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state. This suggests that the effect of 30 min of early SCS is unable to stop or invert 

the process of central sensitization.  

Our experimental data clearly demonstrate an increased efficacy of early SCS 

versus late SCS in a model of neuropathic pain. In this context it is interesting to 

note that in an experimental model of inflammatory pain, SCS worsens 

hyperalgesia if applied early (3 h) after the injection of carrageenan but relieves 

hyperalgesia if applied later (3 days) [34]. Electrical stimulation of the rostral 

ventromedial medulla (RVM) was not as effective in inhibiting paw withdrawal 

latencies early (3 h) after inflammation of the hind paw as when stimulation was 

applied 24 h after inflammation [209]. Although the time points studied differ 

from those used in our study, these findings are remarkable. It is known that the 

mechanisms underlying inflammatory pain and neuropathic pain are far from 

identical. How SCS acts in treatment of inflammatory pain as compared to 

neuropathic pain is an intriguing question.  

Recent work by van Eijs (paper submitted for publication) and colleagues showed 

no increase in response to the early test stimulations in patients with CRPS-1 

(mean disease duration of 7.5 months). In 50 % of the patients, test stimulation 

resulted in a 50 % decrease of the pain score, which is comparable to the 

response to test stimulation in chronic CRPS-1 patients [85]. However, in another 

study it was shown that with a mean disease duration of 10 months, all patients 

with CRPS responded to the test stimulation and still had good pain reduction 

after 6 months of SCS [223].  

An explanation on the lack of improvement of early SCS in patients (van Eijs et.al 

submitted) could be, that with the disease duration of 7.5 months central 

sensitization is robust, and therefore can no longer be affected by SCS. Earlier 

reports show that most of the signs and symptoms in CRPS patients are already 

well developed after 1 year, showing only moderate increases after 1 year [186]. 

Because the process of central sensitization develops within hours to days, this 

timeframe should be indicative for the selection of a point of intervention in order 

to achieve optimal results.  

Our data suggest that therapies, probably including SCS, should preferentially be 

initiated immediately following nerve injury. This to prevent the onset or reduce 

severity of chronic neuropathic pain. Interestingly, it has been reported that rapid 

intervention by means of continuous peripheral nerve block is possible. The 

continuous peripheral nerve block was applied within 1 h after nerve injury 

resulting in excellent pain relieve and apparent long term efficacy [19].  

In conclusion, early SCS increases the number of responders in an animal model 

of neuropathic pain and the anti-allodynic effect is prolonged. Although early SCS 

is not capable to reverse the process of central sensitization, it is indeed possible 

to optimize the effect of SCS early in an early stage of the disease.  
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Abstract 

Background 

Although Spinal Cord Stimulation (SCS) is an established therapy for chronic 

neuropathic pain, still 30% of patients do not respond adequately to trial 

stimulation. These so called “non-responders” do not receive a permanent 

implantation for pain relief.  

The induction and maintenance of central sensitization plays a pivotal role in 

(chronic) neuropathic pain and is thought to be the resultant of the activation of 

the N-Methyl-D-Aspartate (NMDA) receptor in the dorsal horn. Blocking the 

NMDA receptor through the use of the non-competitive blocker ketamine has 

shown to attenuate neuropathic pain, although the undesirable side effects limit 

its use.  

Methods 

The present study was performed to examine whether the combination of SCS 

with an individually determined sub-effective dose of intrathecal (i.t.) ketamine 

could convert non-responders into responders in rats with chronic neuropathic 

pain. Rats received a partial ligation of the sciatic nerve for the induction of 

neuropathic pain. Animals with tactile hypersensitivity to von Frey monofilaments 

(n = 15) received 30 minutes of SCS. Non-responders to SCS (n = 8) received their 

individually determined sub-effective i.t. dose of ketamine followed by 30 min of 

SCS. Also the responders to SCS (n = 7) received the individually determined sub-

effective i.t dose of ketamine followed by 30 min of SCS. 

Results 

In the 8 non-responders, the combination of ketamine and SCS resulted in 

increase of the withdrawal threshold after 30 minutes of SCS, thereby converting 

these non-responders into responders. The application of the ketamine in 

combination with SCS is the responders (n = 7) did not result in an increase of the 

withdrawal threshold as compared to SCS alone. The combined use of ketamine 

and SCS in the responders did however statistically increase the duration of the 

anti-allodynic effect. 

Conclusion 

The combined treatment of SCS and sub-effective dose of i.t. ketamine in non-

responders resulted in a significant reduction of the withdrawal threshold in all 

previously non-responders to SCS, thereby converting them into responders to 

SCS.  
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Introduction 

Peripheral nerve injury may result in chronic intractable neuropathic pain, which 

is often associated with tactile hypersensitivity (mechanical allodynia) in patients. 

An established treatment for these patients is spinal cord stimulation (SCS). In 20-

30% of well selected patients presenting with chronic neuropathic pain, trial SCS 

is unsuccessful [99,218,222]. These patients therefore do not receive a permanent 

implant of the SCS device and as a consequence do not benefit the long-term pain 

relief of SCS. These so called “non-responders” to SCS pose a challenge for both 

clinicians and basic researchers.  

In an animal model of neuropathic pain and SCS the percentage of non-

responders to SCS is comparable to that in patients [197,201]. In this animal 

model, SCS results in a decreased release of the excitatory amino acid (EAA) 

glutamate and an increased release of the inhibitory amino acid (IAA) gamma-

amino butyric acid (GABA) in the spinal dorsal horn. This is thought to account 

for the pain relieving effect in responders to SCS [36]. In non-responders however, 

SCS induces no significant changes in inhibition (GABA) or excitation (EAAs) 

[36,206]. The non-responders were characterized by a more impaired GABA-

ergic system. Potentiation of the impaired GABA-ergic system by the addition of 

GABA analogs or a low, by itself ineffective dose of a GABAB agonist combined 

with SCS, resulted in potentiation of the pain suppressing effect of SCS [206].  

The activation or phosphorylation of the N-methyl D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor 

is thought to be the resultant of increased peripheral glutamatergic input, leading 

to central sensitization which is associated with chronic neuropathic pain 

[137,237]. Hence, interfering with the process of central sensitization through the 

antagonism of the NMDA receptor may attenuate chronic neuropathic pain. The 

use of the non-competitive NMDA-blocker ketamine has been shown to have an 

analgesic effect on neuropathic pain in both experimental and clinical studies 

[90,129,185]. Despite the widely accepted use of ketamine as a third line 

analgesic, the evidence for the efficacy of ketamine in the treatment of chronic 

pain is moderate to weak [74]. Furthermore, the dosage of ketamine being used in 

patients with neuropathic pain to reach relevant pain relief often comes with 

considerable side effects. Because ketamine and SCS as mono-therapies are 

hampered by either unsatisfactory pain relief and/or side effects in a subset of 

patients, we aimed to test whether a low sub-effective dose of intrathecal (i.t.) 

ketamine could potentiate the pain relieving effect in SCS non-responders.  
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Methods 

Animals 

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (n = 22), weighing 300-350 g, were used in the 

experiments. The animals were individually housed under temperature controlled 

conditions at 21 ± 1 ○C, with a normal 12:12 h light/dark cycle. The animals had 

free access to food pellets and water.  

 

General 

All experiments were performed in accordance with the European Directive for 

the Protection of Vertebrate Animals Used for Experimental and Other Scientific 

Purposes (86/609/EU) and were approved by the Committee for Experiments on 

Animals of Maastricht, The Netherlands. 

Surgery was performed in anesthetized animals under aseptic conditions. 

Induction and maintenance of general anesthesia were performed by isoflurane 

inhalation. Constant body temperature was maintained by placing the animal on 

an automated heating pad (37.5 ± 0.5 ○C), (IDEE, University Maastricht). If signs of 

extreme weight loss (>15% of body weight at baseline), absence of grooming or 

appearance of cachectic behavior were observed, the animals were euthanized. 

 

Partial ligation of the sciatic nerve 

A unilateral ligation of the left sciatic nerve was performed as described by Seltzer 

[187]. The left sciatic nerve was exposed by blunt dissection and carefully freed 

from surrounding connective tissue. Distal to the posterior biceps semitendinosus, 

but proximal to the little fat pad that lies a few millimeters distal to this site, the 

sciatic nerve was partially ligated. An 8/0 non-absorbable silk suture with a 

reverse cutting micro needle was used to tightly ligate approximately 1/3 to 1/2 of 

the diameter of the left sciatic nerve. After the ligation, the wound was closed 

with a 4/0 silk suture.  

 

Intrathecal implantation 

The neck of the animal was shaved and the animal was placed in a stereotactic 

head holder with the head flexed forward. A midline incision was made at the 

back of the occipital bone and the neck to expose the atlanto-occipital 

membrane. The membrane was carefully opened after which a custom made 

polyethylene catheter (inter diameter 0.20 mm, length 8.5 cm) was inserted and 

tunneled intrathecally to the level of the L3-L5 spinal segments. The wound was 

closed with 4-0 silk sutures and the catheter was slowly flushed with 10 µl of 

saline. Animals with signs of paralysis directly after the surgery were excluded. 
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Correct placement of the catheter was confirmed when lidocaine 2% injection 

resulted in paralysis or dragging of the hind limbs.  

   

Implantation of the SCS system 

In the animals with tactile hypersensitivity (mechanical allodynia) and intrathecal 

catheter (n = 15), a SCS system was implanted 14 days after partial ligation of the 

sciatic nerve. A similar implantation procedure and SCS system were used as 

reported earlier [197]. Briefly, a rectangular platinum iridium cathode (3.00 x 

1.00 x 0.10 mm, Medtronic Bakken Research, Maastricht) was implanted 

epidurally by a small laminectomy at the vertebral T13 level. The wire of the 

cathode was secured to the spinous process of T12 to prevent movement of the 

lead. The anode (diameter of 6.0 mm and thickness of 0.10 mm) was placed 

subcutaneously. Both leads were tunneled subcutaneously to the neck of the 

animal and connected to micro plugs, which were sutured to the skin of the neck 

of the animal. Animals were allowed to recover for 2 days after the implantation 

of the electrodes. For SCS, a Grass S88 stimulator (Astro-med Grass, Warwick, 

USA) fitted with a Grass SIU-5 stimulus isolator and a Grass constant current unit 

was used. The stimulus paradigm consisted of the assessment of the motor 

threshold (frequency 2Hz, pulse width 0.2 ms) followed by 30 min of SCS (2/3 of 

motor threshold, frequency 50 Hz, pulse width 0.2 ms) as reported earlier 

[33,36,180,197].  

 

Nociceptive behavioral testing 

All animals were tested using von Frey monofilaments. Testing took place in a set 

of Plexiglas cages with an elevated wire mesh floor. Prior to testing, the animals 

were allowed to adapt for 30 min. After acclimatization, the von Frey filaments 

were applied in an order of increasing stiffness, through the wire mesh floor to the 

mid-plantar surface of the left and right hind paw until the filaments bent slightly. 

Each filament was applied 5 times and the minimal value which caused more 

than 3 brisk withdrawals of the hind paw was recorded as the paw withdrawal 

threshold (PWT). The animals were tested using 13 von Frey monofilaments 

(Stoelting CO, IL, USA) with logarithmically incremental stiffness (0.16, 0.4, 0.6, 

1.0, 1.4, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0, 15.0, 26.0 and 60.0 g).  

 

Development of tactile hypersensitivity 

Prior to the Seltzer ligation (pre-nerve injury) PWTs were measured of the 

ipsilateral and contralateral hind paw. Withdrawal thresholds were assessed again 

at 2 days, 7 days and 14 days post operative (DPO2, DPO7 and DPO14).  
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Determination of the individual sub-effective dose ketamine 

In the first experiment, in 6 animals with tactile hypersensitivity, the sub-effective 

dose of ketamine was determined. Ketamine hydrochloride (Eurovet, Bladel, The 

Netherlands) was diluted with preservative free, normal saline to a concentration 

of 50, 100 or 200 µg/10 µl. Normal saline was used as the negative control. The 

i.t. injection was followed by a flush of 10 µl normal saline (0.9%). Ketamine was 

prepared freshly on the day of testing. Prior to i.t. injection of ketamine (t=0) 

PWTs were assessed. Each animal received 50, 100, 200 µg ketamine or normal 

saline (0.9%) at random on subsequent days (DPO 10, DPO11, DPO 12 and DPO 

13). In order to assess whether the dosage of ketamine used could impair motor 

function, each rat was assessed for the righting reflex and gait [124]. After the 

injection, PWTs were measured every 15 min until 120 min following the 

injection. The sub-effective dose of ketamine was defined as the dose that did not 

result in an increase of ≥ 2 von Frey filaments compared to pre-ketamine PWT 

during the 120 min testing period. 

 

Spinal Cord Stimulation 

Prior to stimulation (pre-SCS) PWTs were measured. Rats were given continuous 

SCS for 30 min. Rats were tested 15 and 30 min following initiation of SCS. After 

30 min, SCS was terminated and the animals were tested the following 15, 30, 60 

and 90 min (t = 45, 60, 90 and 120 min). Rats who did not return to pre-SCS 

PWTs after 90 min were tested once more the next day. 

 A responder or non-responder to SCS was defined using the maximum possible 

effect in % (MPE). An MPE of 100% represents a return to the pre-nerve injury 

withdrawal threshold (i.e. no neuropathic pain). A responder to SCS was defined 

when SCS resulted in an MPE > 50%. MPE was calculated for each individual 

animal according to the following formula: MPE % = (withdrawal threshold after 

30 min of SCS – withdrawal threshold pre-SCS)/(pre-nerve injury withdrawal 

threshold – withdrawal threshold pre-SCS) x 100% [215]. 

Experimental procedure 

All animals with tactile hypersensitivity received 30 min of SCS. Non-responders 

to SCS were tested again on the next day. Pre-SCS PWTs were tested, followed by 

injection of the sub-effective dose i.t. ketamine or normal saline. This was 

followed by 30 min of SCS and the PWTs were assessed according to the 

paradigm described above. The following day each animal received the opposite 

treatment. The researcher performing the behavioral testing was blinded for the 

substance injected. Animals that did respond to SCS on DPO 16, were given their 

sub-effective dose ketamine on DPO 17, followed by 30 min of SCS.  
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Statistical analysis 

The withdrawal thresholds to von Frey filaments are presented as mean ± standard 

error of the mean (SEM). For statistical analysis of differences in the withdrawal 

thresholds over time, the non-parametric Friedman test, followed by Dunn’s post 

hoc test, was used. Differences in withdrawal thresholds between groups were 

compared using the Mann-Whitney test. For analysis of the area under the curve 

(AUC), a paired t-test or one-way ANOVA compared differences between groups. 

p < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant in all tests. 

 

Results 

General observations 

Twenty-two animals displayed tactile hypersensitivity after a unilateral partial 

ligation of the sciatic nerve. Of the animals (n = 22) which received an intrathecal 

catheter, 1 animal displayed clear paralysis directly after implantation and was 

excluded. Six of the 21 animals were used to determine the sub-effective dose of 

ketamine. The remaining 15 animals received 30 min of SCS + sub-effective 

ketamine. 

 

Sub-effective dose of ketamine 

In the 6 animals that were used to determine the individual sub-effective dose of 

ketamine, partial ligation of the sciatic nerve resulted in tactile hypersensitivity 

After intrathecal injection of saline or 50 µg of ketamine, no increase of more than 

2 von Frey filaments could be observed for each individual animal over a testing 

period of 2 h (Table S6.1, available online) or a significant increase in the 

withdrawal threshold (Fig. S6.1A, available online). 

After the intrathecal injection of 200 µg of ketamine a short lasting (approximately 

5 min) motor impairment was observed in 4 out of 6 animals. However, the 

righting reflex and gait were normal after this short period and withdrawal 

thresholds could be assessed reliably. In all animals (n = 6), 200 µg of ketamine 

resulted in an increase of ≥ 2 von Frey filaments (Table S6.1, available online) and 

a significant increase of the PWT of the ipsilateral paw from was noted (Fig. 

S6.1C, available online). Ketamine did not affect PWT of the contralateral paw 

(Fig. S6.1C, available online). Intrathecal application of 100 µg of ketamine did 

not result in a statistically significant increase of the ipsilateral PWT (Fig. S6.1B, 

available online). However, individual data showed that in 3 out of 6 animals an 

increase of ≥ 2 von Frey filaments was noted (Table S6.1, available online). From 

this it was concluded that 100 µg of ketamine is an effective dose of ketamine for 

these 3 animals. For the whole group, the % MPE of 50, 100 and 200 µg was 2.0 

± 2.0 %, 17.2 ± 8.7 % and 28.4 ± 4.8 % respectively (Fig. S6.2D, available 

online), which is comparable to other studies. It was decided that 100 µg of 
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ketamine should be used to start the determinion of the sub-effective/effective 

dose for each individual animal in the following experiment. As can be seen in 

Table S6.2 (available online) in 9 out of 15 animals 100 µg of ketamine resulted in 

an increase of more than 2 von Frey filaments and a significant increase of the 

PWT of the ipsilateral paw (Fig. S6.2A, available online). Furthermore, the AUC of 

the 9 animals (73.5 ± 7) was significantly increased compared to the group where 

100 µg of ketamine was considered sub-effective (28.2 ± 0.8) or saline (19.1 ± 

0.6) (Fig. S6.2B, available online). For the 9 animals, the individual sub-effective 

dose for SCS was therefore set at 50 µg of ketamine. For the remaining 6 animals 

100 µg of ketamine was considered as the sub-effective dose (Table S6.2, 

available online). The pre-ketamine withdrawal thresholds of the 9 and 6 animals 

were not significantly different (Fig. S6.2, available online).  

 

Spinal Cord Stimulation in the total population 

The development of mechanical allodynia of the ipsilateral hind paw in the 15 

animals that received SCS on DPO 16 is shown in Fig. 6.1A. Two days (DPO 2) 

after partial ligation of the ipsilateral sciatic nerve a significant decrease of the 

ipsilateral PWT (4.9 ± 0.8 g) compared to pre-nerve injury (43.4 ± 4.8 g) was 

noted (p < 0.001). This significantly decreased withdrawal threshold at DPO 2 

remained stable up to DPO 14. No effect of the Seltzer ligation on the PWTs of 

the contralateral paw could be observed (Fig. 6.1A).  

 

Figure 6.1. The effect of a Seltzer ligation and SCS on PWTs (n = 15). (A) After nerve-injury, the PWTs 

were significantly decreased at DPO2. The decreased PWTs remained decreased up to DPO 14. No 

effect of the Seltzer ligation on the PWTs of the contralateral paw could be noticed. (B) Thirty minutes 

of SCS resulted in a significant increase of PWTs of the ipsilateral paw. Already 15 min after the start of 

SCS, PWTs were increased. This increase remained present 15 min after termination of SCS (t = 45 

min). SCS did not affect the PWTs of the contralateral paw. * p < 0.05 compared to pre-nerve injury or 

pre-SCS. 
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The implantation of the SCS device alone did not affect the PWTs of the ipsi or 

contralateral hind paw at DPO 16 (pre-SCS PWT of 4.4 ± 0.8 g) as compared to 

the pre-implantation withdrawal threshold ipsilateral of 4.3 ± 0.8 g (p > 0.05) at 

DPO14 (Fig. 6.1A and B). After the start of SCS, the PWT of the ipsilateral paw 

increased, reaching maximum values after 30 min of SCS (t = 30 min) (Fig. 6.1B). 

After 30 min of SCS, the ipsilateral PWT (11.0 ± 2.2 g) was significantly increased 

compared to the PWT at pre-SCS (4.4 ± 0.8 g), (p > 0.05). After termination of 

SCS, PWTs started to slowly decrease, returning to pre-SCS values at t = 60 min 

(Fig. 6.1B). No effect of SCS on the PWT of the contralateral paw was noted.  

 

 

Figure 6.2. Responders (n = 7) and non-responders (n = 8) to SCS based on an MPE > 50%. (A) Each 

individual responder to SCS showed a MPE >50%. In these animals, 30 min of SCS resulted in a 

significant increase of the PWTs of the ipsilateral paw, starting already 15 min after the start of SCS. 

After termination of SCS, PWTs started to decrease, but remained significantly increased compared to 

non-responders until t = 90 min. In the non-responders (MPE <50%), no significant increase of the 

PWTs of the ipsilateral paw were detected. (B) The AUC of the responders to SCS was significantly 

increased compared to the AUC of the non-responders. * p < 0.05 compared to pre-SCS. 

 

Non-responders and responders to SCS 

Next, we calculated the MPE after 30 min of SCS for each individual animal, 

using the definition of a responder to SCS (MPE >50%). Out of the 15 animals that 

received SCS, 8 animals were defined as non-responders to SCS (Table S6.3, 

available online). These animals did also not show a significant increase of the 

ipsilateral PWTs after 30 min of SCS (Fig. 2A). Of the remaining 7 animals, which 

were defined as responders, 30 min of SCS resulted in an MPE of 72 ± 6 % (Table 

S6.3, available online). In these responders, already 15 min after the start of SCS, 

PWTs (10.3 ± 1.4 g) were significantly increased (p = 0.01) as compared to pre-

SCS PWTs (4.8 ± 1.4 g). The maximum increase of the PWT (17.3 ± 3.2 g) was 

reached 30 min after the start of SCS. Fifteen minutes after termination of SCS (t = 

45 min), PWTs remained significantly increased (11.4 ± 2.5 g) (p = 0.001) as 
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compared to pre-SCS PWTs. The responders and non-responders to SCS did not 

differ with respect to the pre-SCS PWTs (4.8 ± 1.4 g) and (4.2 ± 1.0 g) respectively 

(p > 0.05). 

The difference in response to SCS is also evident in the AUC, where the AUC of 

the responders to SCS (50.6 ± 9.14) was significantly increased compared to the 

AUC of the non-responders 33.7 ± 0.9 (p < 0.05) (Fig. 6.2B). 

No difference in the response to intrathecal ketamine (100 µg) alone could be 

observed between responders and non-responders to SCS. 

 

Non-responders to SCS + sub-effective dose of ketamine 

For each SCS non-responder the combination of the sub-effective dose of 

ketamine and SCS resulted in an MPE > 50% thereby qualifying them as 

responders to SCS. When normal saline was injected, the MPE for each individual 

animal never reached > 50% (Table S6.3, available online). Furthermore, 30 min 

after the initiation of SCS + sub-effective ketamine, maximum PWTs were reached 

(25.5 ± 5.5 g) with a significant increase compared the pre-SCS PWTs (4.9 ± 0.8 

g) (p < 0.001). This significant increase remained detectable 30 min after 

termination of SCS (Fig. 6.3A), which is increased to the responder group (Fig. 

6.2A). No increase of the PWTs could be observed after saline injection (Fig. 

6.3A). The AUC of the SCS + sub-effective dose of ketamine (103 ± 22) was 

significantly increased compared to the AUC of the saline + SCS (36 ± 1.1) (p < 

0.001) (Fig. 6.3B). SCS + sub-effective ketamine did not affect the withdrawal 

thresholds of the contralateral paw (Fig. 6.3B). 

 

 

Figure 6.3. Combination of SCS and the individual determined sub-effective dose of i.t. ketamine in 

non-responders (n = 8). (A) After injection of ketamine, SCS resulted in a significant increase of the 

ipsilateral PWTs, already noticeable 15 min after the start of SCS. The increased PWTs were still 

significantly increased 30 min after termination of SCS (t = 60) When normal saline was injected in the 

same animals, no effect on the PWTs could be detected. Again, the combination of SCS and ketamine 

or saline did not affect the PWTs of the contralateral paw. (B) The AUC of the SCS + ketamine was 

significantly increased compared to the AUC of the SCS + saline. * p < 0.05 compared to pre-SCS 

values. 
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Responders to SCS + sub-effective dose of ketamine 

In 2 of the 7 the responders to SCS ketamine could not be injected due to 

obstruction of the catheter (Table S6.3, available online). Therefore 5 responders 

received the individual determined sub-effective dose ketamine + SCS. In 4 out of 

the 5 animals, the addition of the sub-effective dose of ketamine to SCS resulted in 

an increase of the MPE (Table S6.3, available online), although there was no 

overall significant increase of the MPE compared to the MPE of SCS per se (87 ± 8 

% and 72 ± 6 % respectively) (p > 0.05). Furthermore, the maximal PWT reached 

after 30 min of SCS was comparable between SCS per se and SCS + sub-effective 

ketamine (Fig. 6.4A). The sub-effective dose of ketamine however resulted in an 

extended duration of the increased PWT of the ipsilateral paw (Fig. 6.4A). With 

the addition of the sub-effective dose of ketamine to SCS, the significantly 

increased PWTs could still be noticed 90 min after termination of SCS (9.6 ± 0.4 

g) (t = 120 min) as compared to pre-SCS PWT (2.6 ± 0.9 g) (p = 0.003). This is 

also depicted in Figure 6.4B, where the AUC of SCS + sub-effective ketamine is 

significantly increased to the AUC of SCS per se. The effect of SCS per se 

dissipated already 30 min after termination of SCS. At SCS 60 min PWT was 8.0 ± 

1 g which was not statistically increased compared to PWT pre-SCS (5.0 ± 1 g) (p 

> 0.05) (Fig. 6.4A).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.4. Combination of SCS and the individual determined sub-effective dose of i.t. ketamine in 

responders to SCS per se (n = 7). (A) After injection of ketamine, SCS resulted in an increase of the 

ipsilateral PWTs. This increase was comparable to the increase of the PWTs after SCS alone. After 

termination of SCS however, PWTs decreased more slowly as a result of the addition of ketamine as 

compared to SCS per se. Indicating prolonged analgesia as a result of SCS. (B) The AUC of the SCS + 

ketamine was significantly increased compared to the AUC of the SCS per se. * p < 0.05 compared to 

pre-SCS + ketamine Responders, ** compared to pre-SCS for SCS per se. 
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Discussion 

The present results demonstrated that administration of a single sub-effective dose 

of ketamine i.t. in non-responders to SCS significantly enhanced the pain relieving 

effect of SCS on the tactile hypersensitivity, converting all these animals into 

responders. Furthermore, the duration of the anti-allodynic effect of SCS was 

extended in the responders and non-responders to SCS after the combination with 

a sub-effective dose of ketamine i.t.  

The activation, or phosphorylation, of the NMDA receptor is thought to play an 

important role in the induction and maintenance of neuropathic pain and 

ketamine is able to reduce neuropathic pain in both patients and animal models 

[55,90,220,243]. In the present study, the individual sub-effective dose of 

intrathecally applied ketamine was determined to evaluate the spinal site of action 

of ketamine and to minimize side effects. We reported a tailor made sub-effective 

dose per individual animal of 50 or 100 µg ketamine. With these concentrations 

no side effects could be observed, such as motor impairment or sedation. 

Furthermore in animals where 100 µg i.t. ketamine was effective in attenuating 

the neuropathic pain no anti-nociception in the contralateral paw could be 

observed, which is in line with previous studies [126,129].  

There is both neuronal, neurochemical and electrophysiological evidence 

suggesting that the behavioral effects of SCS are mediated at the level of the spinal 

cord [113,135,196,231] resulting from a change in the concentration of 

neurotransmitters in the spinal cord [36]. Modulating the EAA concentration, for 

instance by SCS, will therefore indirectly influence receptor activation in the 

dorsal horn. Electrical neuromodulation in a chronic visceral hypersensitivity 

model resulted in a decreased phosphorylated sub-unit of the NMDA receptor 

(NR1) in the dorsal horn [211]. Here it was suggested that the pain relief observed 

was the resultant of decreased release of EAA resulting in a decreased 

phosphorylation of the NMDA NR1 subunit. Furthermore, the pre-synaptic release 

of glutamate and aspartate is known to be under GABA-ergic control [84] and the 

SCS induced decrease of EAA could be blocked by the GABAB receptor antagonist 

Baclofen [36]. In animals with chronic neuropathic pain that did not respond to 

SCS however, both levels of EAAs and GABA were unaffected by SCS. Besides the 

modulation of EAAs and GABA, serotonin and acetylcholine have been shown to 

be involved in the SCS induced analgesia [180,201]. 

The use of NMDA receptor antagonists, like ketamine, is an example of direct 

modulation of the activity of this receptor. It should be noted that ketamine exerts 

its effect not exclusively through modulation of the NMDA receptor. For instance, 

it was shown that intrathecal ketamine impaired excitability of nociceptive-

specific neurons by blocking sodium currents [184] and tetrodotoxin sensitive and 

resistant sodium channels in the rat dorsal root ganglion (DRG) [245]. In this 

respect it is important to note that the sub-effective dose of i.t. ketamine we used 

in the current experiment did not induce any observable behavioral effect. It can 
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however not be excluded that i.t. administered ketamine reaches the DRG and 

through modulating the Na-channels partially inhibits DRG excitability. This 

partial inhibition may also be involved in the pain relieving effect as observed 

after combined treatment of i.t. ketamine and SCS. Furthermore, it was reported 

that the NMDA receptor antagonist (AP7) i.t. reduced glutamate release in an 

animal model of acute arthritis in the rat, suggesting that glutamate release 

depends on NMDA activation [194]. Interestingly, activation of pre-synaptic 

NMDA receptors was shown to inhibit and delay the synaptic release of glutamate 

in the rat spinal cord [7]. Although the underlying mechanisms of the 

combination of SCS and ketamine remain unclear, our data strongly suggest a 

critical role of the NMDA receptor in the conversion of non-responders to SCS 

responders. Future molecular and biological experiments need to be performed to 

further analyze the mode of action of the combination of SCS and ketamine. Our 

results justify a clinical trial on the combined treatment of SCS and sub-effective 

dose ketamine in patients with chronic neuropathic pain who do not respond to 

SCS trial stimulation.  

The use of a subanaesthetic dose of ketamine as an analgesic drug is being 

appreciated in a wide range of pain settings [224]. When applied parenterally 

(intravenous, subcutaneous, intramuscular, epidural), the evidence in successful 

pain relief is moderate to weak [74] and side effects such as sedation, dizziness 

and hallucinations are often reported. The efficacy of oral administration of 

ketamine in chronic pain also lacks substantial evidence, probably due to the 

insufficient amount of studies available [15]. Promising results were reported by 

Finch, reporting decreased allodynia and no side effects after topical application 

of ketamine [56].  

The present experimental study describes a combination of intrathecal ketamine 

and SCS. In the literature, there is still controversy as to the safety of intrathecal 

ketamine [17,50,123]. In neonatal rats (age 3 days) it was shown that 30 or 100 

µg of i.t. ketamine resulted in spinal neuronal apoptosis and glial activation 

whereas in older rat pups (age 21 days), no apoptosis or glial activation could be 

seen with a dose of 900 µg of i.t. ketamine [229]. It appears that spinal apoptosis 

through i.t. ketamine is age and dose dependant. With respect to our experiment, 

the given dose of ketamine (50 – 100 µg) was considerably lower and our rats 

were clearly older and thus apoptosis or glial activation is unlikely. Nevertheless, 

from a clinical point of view it should be stressed that i.t. administration of 

ketamine is not desirable and therefore different routes of administration have to 

be considered. However, the present results are a proof of principle that 

modulation of the NMDA receptor through the use of a single low dose of 

ketamine can increase the efficacy of SCS in animals with neuropathic pain. 

Interestingly, it was reported that 4 days of intravenous infusion of ketamine 

(average infusion ± 20 mg/h) was able to relieve neuropathic pain for up to 10 

weeks in CRPS-1 patients [192]. Although effective in pain relief, side effects such 
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as nausea, vomiting, psychomimetic effects and headaches were frequently 

reported [192].  

Our data further suggest that a sub-effective dose of ketamine prolonged SCS 

induced pain relief. Two syndromes with chronic neuropathic pain, CRPS and 

failed back surgery syndrome (FBSS), have been shown to benefit substantially 

from SCS [85,155]. The effect of SCS in patients with CRPS-I was reported to 

diminish over time [87] and after 3 years of SCS, the pain relieving effect of SCS 

was not significantly different compared to the control group [87]. North and 

others reported a satisfactory pain relief in patients with FBSS receiving SCS for 2-

3 years [100,156], although recent work could not find any difference between 

SCS and alternative treatments after 6 months in patients with FBSS [218].  

It might therefore be of clinical interest to use a low dose of intravenous ketamine 

in the group of patients which do not respond to the trial SCS stimulation. The 

dose ketamine i.v. should preferably be under 20 mg/h due to reported side 

effects (Sigtermans et., 2009). Furthermore, in the group of patients that do 

respond to SCS, but where the effect is slowly diminishing over time (Kemler te 

al., 2006), additional ketamine treatment might be considered in order to prolong 

the pain relieving effect of SCS.  

In summary, in an animal model of chronic neuropathic pain, the combination of 

i.t. sub-effective dose of ketamine and SCS potentiates the pain relieving effect in 

SCS non-responders, thereby converting them into SCS responders. Furthermore 

this combined therapy prolonged the pain relieving effect in SCS responders. 
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The overall aim of this thesis was to develop and use an experimental mouse 

model of chronic neuropathic pain and spinal cord stimulation and to explore the 

possibility to improve the pain relieving effect of spinal cord stimulation. 

The use of experimental animal models is of great value for the better 

understanding of the underlying mechanisms of disease. This better understanding 

provides us with a tool to improve or create therapies. However, translating data 

from animal models to the clinic has proven to be of limited success [141]. 

Therefore, there is still the need for new or improved animal models. In particular 

when genetic aspects are or may become involved in the cause of the disease, 

like neuropathic pain, or on the mechanisms underlying the therapy, like SCS, 

mouse models are favourable as compared to the rat. At present many knock-in, 

knock-out and overexpressor mice, also related to genes involved in neuropathic 

pain, are available [150,154,202,233]. For chronic neuropathic pain, the need for 

the development of new or improved therapies is imperative, as 30- 40 % of 

patients with neuropathic pain do not achieve adequate pain relief [57]. This 

thesis focussed on two aspects, the first being the ability to realize a mouse model 

of CRPS-1with behavioral signs of neuropathic pain (chapter 2) and spinal cord 

stimulation (chapter 3 and 4) and secondly, to use early spinal cord stimulation 

(chapter 5) and ketamine-enhanced spinal cord stimulation (chapter 6) to improve 

SCS in a rat model of neuropathic pain. 

The first research question (1a, chapter 2) focussed on the possibility to develop a 

mouse model of CRPS-1 using a L5 ventral root transection. This model, initially 

developed in the rat [107], shares similarities with CRPS-1 patients because there 

are clear signs of neuropathic pain, although there is no evident damage to 

sensory neurons. In contrast to the findings reported in the Sprague-Dawley (SD) 

rat, where significant tactile hypersensitivity and thermal hyperalgesia were 

observed after a L5 VRT [107], our findings did not reveal any sign of sensitivity to 

tactile stimuli in the C57BL/6 mouse. Although the CatWalk, which is thought to 

detect small pain induced gait changes as the result of damage to peripheral 

nerves, could detect gait changes after the L5 VRT in the C57BL/6 mouse, these 

changes could not be attributed to neuropathic pain. Because it has been reported 

that the C57BL/6 mouse is moderately sensitive and the 129J mouse is highly 

sensitive for the development of neuropathic pain after peripheral nerve damage 

[144], the 129J mouse was included in the L5 VRT study. Although more 

sensitive, the 129J mouse did not displayed signs of neuropathic pain as measured 

with the von Frey monofilaments or the CatWalk after a L5 VRT. A recent report 

on the L5 VRT in C57BL/6 mouse describes a marked increase in Nav 1.3 and 

Nav 1.8 in the DRG [72]. Unfortunately, the upregulation of these sodium 

channels were not substantiated by behavioral data on neuropathic pain. Indeed, 

the upregulation of the Nav 1.3 and Nav 1.8 sodium channels in the DRG are 

associated with neuropathic pain [11,172], although the upregulation of Nav 1.3 

and Nav 1.8 in the DRG do not seem to be a prerequisite for the development of 

neuropathic pain. Taken together, changes in neuropathic pain related ion-
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channels do not always result in behavioral signs of neuropathic pain, suggesting 

an important, but not crucial role, for the development of neuropathic pain.  

Furthermore, it should be noticed that a difference in anatomy between mice and 

rat exists. In the rat as in the mouse the L3, L4 and L5 DRG contribute to the 

sciatic nerve, but the contribution of the L5 in rat is more prominent [171]. 

Hence, transection of the L5 ventral root in mice might result in indirect 

inflammation of the L5 DRG, but because of its minimal contribution to the sciatic 

nerve, behavioural signs are difficult to detect. This may, to some extent, explain 

the discrepancy between behavioral signs of neuropathic pain in mice and rats 

after an L5 VRT. The question remains which mouse model is an appropriate 

model for CRPS-1. Besides the L5 VRT model, two other models of CRPS-1 have 

recently been described in rats. One model is based on the observation of the 

high incidence of CRPS-1 in patients after a distal tibial fracture and the second 

model is based on the evidence that CRPS-1 may depend in part to tissue 

ischemia. The distal tibial fracture rat model exhibits hindpaw warmth, edema 

and signs of neuropathic pain [64]. These signs were attributed to substance P 

induced increased vascular permeability (increased protein extravasation). 

Interestingly, the same role for substance P signalling in the vascular and 

nocicieptive changes was observed in a model of CRPS-2 [93]. The second 

model, the Chronic Post Ischemia Pain (CPIP) rat model, is based on a 3 hours 

ischemia and reperfusion of the hind paw [28]. The CPIP model also exhibits 

hindpaw warmth, edema and signs of neuropathic pain and increased protein 

extravasation. Behavioral signs of neuropathic pain could be attenuated by the 

free radical scavengers NAC and Tempol. Furthermore, the CPIP model showed 

no microscopic evidence of nerve damage 48 hours after the ischemia-reperfusion 

could be observed. The CPIP model has recently successfully been transferred to 

the mouse [138].  

Because the L5 VRT in mice proved unsuccessful for the development of 

neuropathic pain (chapter 2), we used another neuropathic pain model, namely 

the Seltzer model, or the partial ligation of the sciatic nerve. This model has been 

used in C57BL/6 mice for the induction and maintenance of neuropathic pain 

[125] and therefore may be used to test the effect of spinal cord stimulation on 

mechanical sensitivity in mice. Furthermore, the Seltzer model in the rat has 

successfully been used in combination with SCS in Maastricht [197]. 

 
Within the first objective, the second research question (1b, chapter 3 and 4) 

addressed the possibility of implementing a spinal cord stimulation device in 

C57BL/6 mice after a partial ligation of the sciatic nerve (Seltzer ligation) [187]. 

Chapters 3 and 4 report that, with technical adaptations to the SCS device, it was 

possible to use the mouse model both for inducing neuropathic pain and to test 

the effect of SCS. The development and maintenance of neuropathic pain (tactile 

hypersensitivity) was comparable to that previously seen in Sprague-Dawley (SD) 

rats [197]. The analgesic effect of SCS seen in C57BL/6 mice however differed to 
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that observed in SD rats. First, the percentage of responders to SCS in C57BL/6 

mice was increased (100 %) as compared to the responders to SCS in SD rats 

(approximately 50 %). Second, SCS in C57BL/6 mice with neuropathic pain 

resulted in a return to pre-nerve injury withdrawal thresholds whereas in SD rats, 

SCS results in an increase of about 30 % of pre-nerve injury withdrawal thresholds 

[197].  

The results as presented in chapter 2, 3 and 4 have led to the following 

conclusions. First, neuropathic pain models in rat, as for instance the L5 VRT 

model, cannot automatically be transferred to the mouse. On the other hand, the 

partial ligation of the sciatic nerve (Seltzer) did result in similar changes in 

withdrawal thresholds as measured with the von Frey in mice and in rats (chapter 

3 and 4). Second, the effect of SCS in mice with neuropathic pain clearly differed 

from that observed in rats. The differences noted between rat and mouse models 

in itself may result in new insights on the pain relieving effect of SCS. 

Furthermore, the implementation of SCS in the mouse with neuropathic pain does 

allow for future molecular-genetic studies on the mechanisms of SCS.  

With respect to the measurement of “pain” or analgesia in animal models of 

neuropathic pain induced by partial ligation of the sciatic nerve (Seltzer), both the 

von Frey monofilaments and the CatWalk were used (chapter 2 and 4). From the 

results in chapter 4 it became evident that changes in behaviour after the Seltzer 

ligation or after SCS were more prominent and long lasting with the use of the von 

Frey monofilaments. The CatWalk parameters Intensity, Stance and Swing 

duration were significantly decreased after the Seltzer ligation, however this 

decrease dissipated over time and was not as robust as the decrease of the von 

Frey withdrawal thresholds. Furthermore, no changes of the CatWalk parameters 

were noted after SCS, whereas the von Frey withdrawal thresholds dramatically 

increased after SCS. As suggested that “the CatWalk method might detect small 

changes in mechanical sensitivity that are not detectable by von Frey probing” 

[226], the CatWalk could be useful in chapter 2, where no changes in tactile 

withdrawal thresholds using the von Frey method could be observed after the L5 

VRT in two strains of mice. However, the CatWalk gait analysis did not allow to 

detect any changes induced by indirect inflammation of the peripheral sensory 

system. It should be taken into account that the CatWalk detects and records gait 

and gait is both motor and sensory dependent. Changes in gait as the result from 

damage to the peripheral nerve may be difficult to interpret. Indeed, the Seltzer 

ligation induces damage to both sensory and motor nerve fibers and therefore gait 

changes recorded by the CatWalk cannot automatically be attributed to “pain” 

and may as well be the result of motor nerve damage. Moreover, the results from 

chapter 4 and the results that gabapentin in mice with neuropathic pain do not 

affect CatWalk parameters [143] strongly suggests that CatWalk monitored gait 

changes may not be related to pain. 

It is generally accepted that the von Frey method also has its limitations, in 

particular in view of the clinical assessment of neuropathic pain, where the von 
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Frey only measures hypersensitivity to innocuous stimuli. Obviously in the clinic, 

patients and the effect of SCS are defined based on spontaneous pain responses. 

Indeed, the fact that results from basic pain research do not always result in 

clinical improvements has led to the question whether the current methods for 

measuring experimental pain related behavior can be improved [141]. It was 

proposed that spontaneous pain behavior as present in neuropathic pain, such as 

hypolocomotion, flinching, licking, and guarding of the affected limb, might be a 

better approach in experimental pain research. Mogil and collogues assessed the 

above mentioned spontaneous pain behaviors in 22 genetically different strains of 

mice after a spared nerve injury (SNI) and compared this with the conventional 

von Frey paw withdrawal response [143]. It was concluded that the behaviors 

associated with spontaneous pain are not appropriate measures of neuropathic 

pain in mice. Furthermore, the same study showed that changes in gait as 

measured with the CatWalk displayed a different time course as that of the 

changes in von Frey measurements. Taken together, spontaneous pain behaviours 

in animals might best reflect “pain” in patients, however, with the lack of good 

tools for the measurement of spontaneous pain in the experimental setting, the 

von Frey is the “next best tool”.  

 

In the second part of this thesis, we aimed at investigating approaches to improve 

the efficacy of the pain reducing effect of SCS in the rat model of chronic 

neuropathic pain and SCS. Although SCS is successful in patients with chronic 

neuropathic pain, still a considerable amount of patients do not receive a 

permanent implant and furthermore, the effect of SCS is retreating over time. From 

previous work, it became apparent that the effect of SCS in rats with neuropathic 

pain shows similarities with those observed in patients [36,197] where the 

increased success of drug-enhanced SCS in rats was also reported to increase the 

success of SCS in patients [109,179]. 

In line with this translational research we showed that SCS after 24h of 

neuropathic pain (early SCS) results in a increased efficacy as compared to SCS 

applied after 16 days (late SCS) of neuropathic pain in rats (chapter 5). It is 

important to realize that “increased efficacy” can have different interpretations. 

First, the increased efficacy may implicate an increased number of animals with 

pain relief. Second, an increased efficacy may also be concluded when increased 

withdrawal thresholds, or improved pain relief per individual animal is being 

achieved. The experiment in chapter 5 demonstrated that the increase of the 

withdrawal threshold as a result of early SCS was comparable to that of late SCS 

and hence early SCS does not result in improved pain relief. On the other hand, 

early SCS was shown to be more effective as compared to late SCS because early 

SCS resulted in pain relief in 77 % of the animals as compared to 38% in the 

animals receiving late SCS (chapter 5). These results suggests that the timing of the 

intervention is important for the success of pain relief in neuropathic pain. It was 

reported that decreased GABAergic inhibition in neuropathic pain is time 
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dependent [48,78] and early intrathecal GABA results in better pain relief than 

late intrathecal GABA application in CCI rats [47]. As SCS exerts its pain relieving 

effect in part through the GABAergic system, early SCS might be more effective by 

modulating the GABAergic system in an early phase in the development of 

neuropathic pain. On the other hand, NMDA receptor activation and subsequent 

central sensitization might not be as robust in an early phase of neuropathic pain 

as compared to 16 days after nerve injury or late phase.  

It is common use for human therapeutical interventions to define “clinical 

relevant pain relief”. For SCS in patients with neuropathic pain, this definition is 

normally set at a 50 % decrease of the VAS as compared to the VAS prior to SCS. 

To this extent, we defined relevant pain relief after SCS in rats with neuropathic 

pain when a maximum possible effect (MPE) of > 50 % was reached, which 

shows similarities with the definition used in patients. In this context, it is 

important to note that the MPE is based on a decrease of the tactile 

hypersensitivity, whereas the VAS score quantification is based on a decrease in 

spontaneous pain. With the use of the MPE in the evaluation of our results 

(chapter 5 and 6), early SCS results also in an increased number of animals 

showing relevant pain relief (responders to SCS) as compared to late SCS. 

Although we do not know the mechanisms responsible for this increased efficacy, 

our data suggest that an early intervention (by means of SCS) in the process of 

central sensitization can improve the success of SCS in neuropathic pain. Indeed, 

several case studies reported an improved outcome when SCS was applied at an 

early stage of the disease [71,178,223]. Our data suggest that early clinical 

intervention in the process of neuropathic pain will increase the number of 

responders to SCS and thus from a clinical point of view, early SCS will increase 

the number of responders to trial SCS, thereby increasing the number of patients 

receiving adequate pain relief.  

Another approach to improve the efficacy of SCS in the rat, which was studied in 

chapter 6, was the combination of a low dose of intrathecal ketamine, that by 

itself does not result in pain relief (sub-effective dose) and ineffective SCS (non-

responders). This combination resulted in successful, relevant pain relief, using 

the MPE > 50 % as the definition for successful/relevant pain relief (Chapter 6). 

From the literature [33,36,112,113] behavioral signs of SCS induced pain relief 

are correlated with changes in extracellular neurotransmitters in the spinal cord 

dorsal horn in animals with neuropathic pain. The changes in extracellular 

neurotransmitters are characterized by a decrease of excitation related 

neurotransmitters (glutamate) and an increase of the inhibition related 

neurotransmitters (GABA) in responders to SCS (Figure 7.1A). If SCS did not 

resulted in changes in behaviour (non-responders to SCS), no changes in the 

extracellular excitation or inhibition related neurotransmitters could be observed 

[36,201,206]. From this, it was concluded that the GABAergic system in the non-

responders is probably more impaired and thereby unable to respond (with 

increased GABA release) to SCS. Assisting the impaired GABAergic system in non-
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responders by means of intrathecal application of GABA analogues (gabapentin 

and pregabalin) or a GABA receptor agonist (baclofen) in combination with SCS 

proved to decrease the numbers of non-responders to SCS. Interestingly, the drugs 

mentioned above are by itself ineffective (sub-effective dose) in alleviating the 

neuropathic pain, as is SCS (non-responders). Combining the two ineffective 

therapies now showed effectiveness in treating neuropathic pain [35,231]. 

The primary effect of SCS has been attributed to the antidromic activation of 

ascending dorsal column fibers inducing segmental neurochemical changes in the 

dorsal horn as discussed above. However, there is evidence that an orthodromic 

activation occurs involving supraspinal mechanisms via a loop in which the 

descending dorsolateral funiculus (DLF) is involved in the attenuation of 

neuropathic behavioural signs by SCS [53,169,174], therefore both spinal and 

supraspinal mechanisms appear to be involved in the pain relieving effect of SCS. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1 (A) SCS in responders. SCS results in an increased extracellular GABA concentration. GABA 

exerts its effects pre-synaptically via GABAB receptors through the increase in pre-synaptic Ca
2+ 

concentration, thereby decreasing the glutamate release. Post-synaptically, GABA induces post-

synaptically, via the GABAA receptor, an increased Cl
- concentration. The latter results in a 

hyperpolarisation of the post-synaptic membrane and subsequently in less neuropathic pain . (B) SCS 

in non-responders. SCS does not result in a significant increase of extracellular GABA concentration 

and thus both the modulation of the glutamate release pre-synaptically and the hyperpolarisation post-

synaptically is not effective and consequently no reduction in neuropathic pain is noted. 

Pharmacotherapeutic intervention through the application of ketamine results in a block of the NMDA 

receptor and thereby a reduction in post-synaptic Ca2+ influx. This results in decreased 

phosphorylation of both NMDA and AMPA receptors. At the end the effect of increased extracellular 

glutamate levels as present in SCS non-responders is minimized through the application of ketamine, 

finally resulting in less neuropathic pain (SCS responder).  

 

With respect to the underlying mechanisms of action of the combined treatment 

of non-responders by means of intrathecal ketamine and SCS, we propose that, 
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although no significant changes in extracellular amounts of glutamate or GABA 

could be observed [36], still a small decrease in these EAAs and increase in IAAs 

might occur. However this decrease is too small to result in a decrease in pain 

related behavioral. Through the blocking of the NMDA receptor in the dorsal horn 

with the use of a low sub-effective dose of ketamine and the small 

decrease/increase of EAAs/IAAs by SCS, this might be just enough to result in 

decreased pain related behaviour (Figure 7.1B). Although the main target for 

ketamine is the NMDA receptor, it is worth mentioning that ketamine might 

indirectly exert its analgesic effect through the release of analgesia related 

neurotransmitters (ie acetylcholine, serotonin) [2,79,110]. 

  

The increase of extracellular IAAs in the dorsal horn have been related to the pain 

relieving effect of SCS. However, there is a discrepancy between the increase of 

extracellular GABA in the dorsal horn and the anti-allodynic effect of SCS 

[36,206]. During SCS itself, only a slight increase of the extracellular GABA levels 

was reported, where a clear effect in behavior could already be observed [36]. 

This is thought to be attributed to binding of released GABA to unoccupied 

receptors or the rapid reuptake of GABA [36]. Furthermore, a delay caused by the 

time required for diffusion of GABA from terminals located at a distance from the 

collecting probe might explain the discrepancy between extracellular GABA and 

behaviour [206]. 

 

On the other hand, other mechanisms underlying the direct and/or prolonged 

effect of SCS might, in part, contribute to the pain relieving effect. We therefore, 

hypothesize that as in our experimental settings the prolonged effect of SCS on 

neuropathic pain might be explained by a form of long term depression (LTD) or 

depotentiation of dorsal horn neurons. It is known that in the CA1 region of the 

hippocampus, the strength of excitatory transmission can be both increased and 

decreased by patterns that activate postsynaptic NMDA receptors (review 

Malenka and Nicoll 1993). Through high (100 Hz) frequency electrical 

stimulation of the hippocampus, synaptic transmission undergoes a persistent 

enhancement known as long term potentiation (LTP) [14]. LTP dependents on a 

process known to be similar to central sensitization as noted in the dorsal horn of 

the spinal cord in neuropathic pain. It is believed that both LTP and LTD at 

synapses in various brain regions require elevation of free cytosolic Ca2+ 

concentrations via activation of NMDA receptors [14,111]. The absolute level of 

intracellular Ca2+ determines whether synaptic efficacy increases (large elevation 

of Ca2+) or declines (moderate to small increase in Ca2+) [115,153]. The absolute 

intracellular Ca2+ concentrations may differentially activate phosphoprotein 

kinases (high Ca2+) and protein phosphatises (lower Ca2+ concentrations). 

Typically, LTP results from high frequency stimulation (100 Hz), however, several 

reports have now confirmed that also low frequency stimulation (1-5 Hz) in the 
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amygdala and hippocampus formation results in LTP [104,210]. The same 

phenomena has been reported for high or low frequency induced LTD [21].  

 

 

 

Figure 7.2. Calcium-dependent activity of the kinase/phosphatase network. SCS induces a decreased 

concentrations of Ca2+. This low concentration of Ca2+ activates protein phosphatases which 

dephosphorylates the NMDA receptor, resulting in Long Term Depotentiotion (LTD).  

 

 

In the spinal cord of naive animals, LTP or central sensitization is typically 

induced by high frequency stimulation of C-fibers. Direct electrical stimulation of 

Aδ-fibers at low frequencies (1 Hz) have been reported to induce spinal LTD in 

non-neuropathic rats [176] [118]. Central sensitization as a result from damage to 

a peripheral nerve is thought as the spinal equivalent of LTP [81,175], resulting 

from increased intracellular Ca2+ concentrations through the NMDA receptor. The 

high concentration of Ca2+ activates phosphokinases which in their turn activate 

NMDA and AMPA receptors owing to the central sensitization. In rats with 

neuropathic pain, low frequency (2 Hz) electroacupuncture (EA) at C-fiber 

strength induced LTD [239]. However high frequency (100 Hz) EA in the 

neuropathic animals induced LTP, where in naive animals EA at 100 Hz resulted 

in LTD. From this, it can be concluded that LTP and LTD depend on the 

frequency, type of fibers that are being stimulated and whether or not central 
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sensitization is present. With respect to SCS, low frequency (4 and 60 Hz) 

multipolar SCS in the SNI neuropathic pain model in rats resulted in better pain 

relief than high frequency (100 and 250 Hz) SCS [121], possibly inducing LTD of 

the spinal cord neurons. There is however a discrepancy between EA and SCS. EA 

activates C-fibers, where SCS is thought to activate Aβ-fibers in the dorsal column 

[75,135]. It can however not be excluded that C- or Aδ-fibers are being indirectly 

activated by SCS and therefore LTD may indirectly occur as the result of SCS. SCS 

and the frequency of 50 Hz used in all experiments described in this thesis allows 

for both induction of LTP as well as LTD or depotentiating processes (Figure 7.2).  

 

The future of Spinal Cord Stimulation in neuropathic pain 

Based on the findings in this thesis and the literature on spinal cord stimulation in 

neuropathic pain we demonstrate that experimental animal research is crucial in 

the search for improved strategies on the pain relieving effect of SCS. Although 

results from animal experiments do not always guaranty a successful outcome if 

transferred to the clinical situation, they still provide valuable information. These 

experimental models can be safely used to test different drugs and SCS paradigms 

for instance. The question remains what the “best” strategy is to reach maximal 

success of spinal cord stimulation. To our opinion, there is no “best” strategy, but 

combining findings from experimental work could proof useful. For instance, 

early intervention probably will improve the efficacy of SCS, especially in 

combination with (early) diagnostic tools [222]. When combined with a readily 

available drug, like ketamine, the effect of SCS can even be improved or 

prolonged. Promising results were recently reported on the intravenous use of 

ketamine in patients with neuropathic pain [192] and combined with SCS, the 

results might even improve. The use of pharmacotherapy in combination with SCS 

appears to be promising, although the best drug of choice and the route of 

administration is debatable. Because neuropathic pain entails many structural and 

biochemical changes and many molecules are involved, it is unlikely that one 

drug will proof to be the “miracle” drug. Ketamine, baclofen, pregabalin, 

clonidine and serotonin all proved to enhance the effect of SCS, and from this it is 

suggested that these drugs can be used in combination or in sequence, when the 

effect of one drug is fading.  

Furthermore, inducing LTD by finding the optimal SCS frequency in patients 

might eventually lead to the improved and prolonged pain reducing effect of SCS 

on neuropathic pain. 
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The objectives of this thesis were to develop of a mouse model of neuropathic 

pain and spinal cord stimulation (SCS) and to increase the efficacy of spinal cord 

stimulation in an experimental animal model of neuropathic pain. 

 

The first chapter gives an overview of the mechanisms underlying the 

development of neuropathic pain and spinal cord stimulation. It describes the 

efficacy of spinal cord stimulation on neuropathic pain in patients with complex 

regional pain syndrome and the need to increase this efficacy. Finally, the 

CatWalk is introduced as an alternative tool for the assessment of pain in 

experimental animal models. 

 

The second chapter describes the behavioral effect of indirect inflammation of 

primary sensory neurons by a L5 ventral root transection in the C57BL/6 and 129J 

mouse. Using the CatWalk and von Frey monofilaments, our data showed no 

behavioral signs of neuropathic pain after the L5 root transection in the different 

mouse strains. 

 

The third chapter reports the development of a mouse (C57BL/6) model of 

neuropathic pain and SCS. The data showed that SCS in mice with neuropathic 

pain resulted in a robust attenuation of the neuropathic pain as measured with the 

von Frey monofilaments. It was also reported that all animals with neuropathic 

pain returned to baseline withdrawal thresholds after SCS. 

 

The fourth chapter describes the inclusion of the CatWalk to measure behavioral 

changes in the mouse model described in chapter 3. Our result from chapter 3 

could be reproduced using the von Frey monofilaments. The CatWalk parameters 

however did not show any changes after SCS.  

 

The fifth chapter describes the behavioral effect of early SCS compared to late SCS 

in a rat model of neuropathic pain. The data showed that early SCS resulted in 

twice as much responders and an increased duration of the pain relieving effect as 

compared to late SCS. 

 

The sixth chapter describes the combined use of ketamine and SCS in a rat model 

of neuropathic pain. The data reported that intrathecal ketamine is able to convert 

SCS non-responders into SCS responders. Furthermore, ketamine increases the 

duration of the pain relieving effect of SCS. 

 

In chapter eight, the main findings of this thesis are summarized and discussed. In 

the first part, it is emphasized that experimental animal models of neuropathic 

pain (and SCS) cannot be automatically transferred from one specie to another 

(i.e. from rat to mouse), probably due to differences in anatomy and physiology. 

Furthermore, one has to be cautious in interpreting and correlating behavioral 
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changes in animal models of neuropathic pain directly to “pain”. In the second 

part, the different SCS strategies and the proposed underlying mechanisms are 

being discussed. 
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De doelstellingen van dit proefschrift waren het ontwikkelen van een muismodel 

met neuropathische pijn en ruggenmergstimulatie en het verbeteren van de 

effectiviteit van ruggenmergstimulatie in een diermodel met neuropathische pijn. 

 

Het eerste hoofdstuk geeft een overzicht van de mechanismen die 

verantwoordelijk zijn voor het ontstaan van neuropathische pijn en het effect van 

ruggenmergstimulatie. Het beschrijft de effectiviteit van ruggenmergstimulatie in 

het verminderen van neuropathische pijn bij patiënten met het complex regionaal 

pijn syndroom (CRPS) en dat deze effectiviteit nog verbeterd kan worden. Ook 

wordt de CatWalk geïntrodceerd als een alternatieve manier om pijn te meten in 

dieren met neuropathische pijn.  

 

Het tweede hoofdstuk beschrijft de gedragsverandering ten gevolge van een 

indirecte ontsteking van primaire sensorische neuronen, na het doorsnijden van 

de voorste wortel van L5 in twee verschillende muizen stammen (C57/BL/6 en 

129J). Na het doorsnijden van de voorste wortel van L5 in deze twee 

muizenstammen werd er geen pijn gerelateerd gedrag gemeten met de CatWalk 

en de von Frey methode. 

 

Het derde hoofdstuk doet verslag van de ontwikkeling van een muismodel 

(C57/BL/6) met neuropathische pijn en ruggenmergstimulatie. In dit model zorgt 

ruggenmergstimulatie voor een sterke vermindering van de neuropathische pijn, 

gemeten met de von Frey methode. Deze vermindering was zodanig dat alle 

muizen geen tekenen van pijn meer vertoonden. 

 

Het vierde hoofdstuk beschrijft het gebruik van de CatWalk in het muismodel van 

hoofdstuk drie om pijn gerelateerd gedrag te meten. Gebruikmakend van de von 

Frey haren konden de resultaten van hoofdstuk 3 worden gereproduceerd. De 

CatWalk daarentegen kon geen verandering detecteren in gedrag na ruggenmerg 

stimulatie. 

 

Het vijfde hoofdstuk beschrijft het effect van vroege ruggenmergstimulatie op pijn 

gerelateerd gedrag in de rat met neuropathische pijn. Het blijkt dat door vroege 

ruggenmergstimulatie twee keer zoveel ratten reageren (met pijnvermindering) op 

ruggenmergstimulatie in vergelijking met ratten die veel later ruggenmerg 

stimulatie krijgen. Daarnaast zorgt vroege ruggenmergstimulatie voor een langer 

pijnverminderend effect in vergelijking met late ruggenmergstimulatie. 

 

Het zesde hoofdstuk gaat in op het effect van de combinatie van ketamine en 

ruggenmergstimulatie in de rat met neuropathische pijn. De ratten die eerst niet 

reageerden op ruggenmergstimulatie allen (non-responders) vertoonde na de 

combinatie van ruggenmergstimulatie en ketamine wel een vermindering van de 
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pijn (het werden zo responders). Bovendien zorgde de toevoeging van ketamine 

voor een verlenging van het pijnverminderend effect van ruggenmergstimulatie. 

 

In hoofdstuk acht worden alle bevindingen van dit proefschrift samengevat en 

bediscussieerd. Het eerste gedeelte benadrukt het feit dat bevindingen bij een 

dierexperimenteel model van neuropathische pijn en ruggenmergstimulatie, 

bijvoorbeeld in de rat, niet automatisch hetzelfde zullen zijn in bijvoorbeeld de 

muis. Dit komt vermoedelijk door verschillen in anatomie en fysiologie. Verder 

moet men voorzichtig zijn om gedragsveranderingen in een diermodel van 

neuropathische pijn meteen als “pijn” te interpreteren. In het tweede gedeelte 

komen de mogelijke mechanismen aan bod die het effect van ruggenmerg 

stimulatie kunnen verklaren. 
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Het is dan zover... mijn proefschrift is klaar! Bij deze maak ik graag van de 

gelegenheid gebruik om de mensen te bedanken die dit allemaal mogelijk hebben 

gemaakt. 

 

Om te beginnen wil ik mijn promotor, prof. dr. van Kleef bedanken. Om te 

beginnen natuurlijk voor de mogelijkheid om dit promotietraject te beginnen, 

maar ook voor het enthousiasme voor het onderzoek. 

 
Dan natuurlijk ook mijn mentor dr. Joosten. Bert, wat heb je moeten afzien met 
mijn eigenwijsheid en mijn “mag ik even een korte vraag stellen”. Maar je bleef 
altijd rustig. Bedankt voor een prachtige tijd in het lab, zowel op 
wetenschappelijk als persoonlijk vlak. Enorm bedankt dat je me de vrijheid gaf 
om met eigen ideeën te komen en dingen zelf uit te zoeken, maar altijd een oogje 
in het zeil hield om me wel “to the point” te houden.   
 
De leden van de beoordelingscommissie, te weten voorzitter prof. dr. van 
Overbeeke, prof. dr. de Baets, prof. dr. van Hilten, dr. van Dongen en dr. Faber, 
wil ik van harte bedanken voor het beoordelen van dit proefschrift. 
 
Prof. dr. Steinbusch wil ik bedanken voor het mede mogelijk maken van mijn 
promotietraject. 
 
Ook dr. Deumens (Ron, Ronnie, double D), super bedankt. Jij was niet direct 
betrokken bij mijn onderzoek, maar je was nooit te beroerd (en dan bedoel ik ook 
echt nooit) om me bij te staan. Zonder jou was mijn laatste experiment in het 
water gevallen. Ook het enthousiasme en de humor die je in de groep bracht 
waren van onschatbare waarde. 
 
Dan volgen nu de mensen met wie ik de meeste tijd heb doorgebracht, mijn 
kamergenoten. Robbie (of was het Robby), Rob……huuuuuuu. Wat hebben we 
veel plezier gehad! Stuiterbal, hotbox, Petronella zijn maar enkele steekwoorden 
die, nu ik dit schrijf, alweer een heel grote glimlach op mijn gezicht toveren. Ook 
op wetenschappelijk vlak heb je me vaak uit de brand geholpen (1ml = … µl?). 
Heel veel succes met je nieuwe baan en natuurlijk heel veel geluk met Phien. 
Anneke (boterham yourself), thank you for teaching me the right way to interpret 
the CatWalk data. Without you, it would still be just a bunch of numbers to me. 
Furthermore, I apologize for all the noise I made. Good luck in the future. 
Helwin (Smitsie, klakklak), bedankt voor het aanleren van de Seltzer en de 
implantaties. Daarnaast heb jij het soort humor dat mijn dag helemaal goed kon 
maken. De woorden: populatiemanagement en diarree aan data zijn legendarisch 
geworden op de kamer. Succes met jouw promotie.  
Liesbeth (heb helemaal geen bijnaam voor jou), ook met jou heb ik wat 
afgelachen. Maar ook heb je veel geduld getoond met mij bij het Western Blotten 
(Nr2B bestaat niet)! Als ik een vraag had met betrekking tot mechanismen kon je 
me altijd helpen. Tnx! Ook jij succes met het afronden van je promotietraject. 
Dan natuurlijk Wouter (daar is ie weer: werkelijk, kaWouter Plop). Wat hebben 
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we veel over statistiek en de interpretatie van resultaten gediscussieerd! Bedankt 
voor alle inzichten. Succes in de kliniek en met het afronden van je boekje. 
Sabien (appelsab), bedankt voor je vrolijkheid en de lol die we hebben gehad in 
Athene. Ook delen we dezelfde droom: hangmat op het werk. Je hebt nog een 
beengitaar van me tegoed! Veel plezier met je geitjes! 
Sofie (Sofieke), bedankt voor alle hulp en humor het laatste jaar. Het aanleren van 
coupes snijden, kleuren en beoordelen was voor mij nieuw. Ook jouw tips bij 
mijn laatste manuscript waren erg waardevol. Veel plezier in jullie nieuwe huis. 
Bart (wie…van Gorrup), ook jij bedankt voor de lol die we hebben gehad, maar 
ook dat je me hebt geleerd hoe de dieren te handelen (bartelen) wat enorm goed 
van pas is gekomen. 
Joris, we hebben wat afgerookt (ondanks dat je gestopt was). Jouw 
ongecompliceerde blik op onderzoek heeft me vaak geholpen om een moeilijk 
probleem op te lossen. Bedankt hiervoor. Heel veel succes met het afronden van 
jouw proefschrift. 
Geen kamergenoot, maar wel nauw betrokken bij mijn promotietraject: Joh, Wiel 
(Wieléke). Bedankt voor jouw hulp bij de meer praktische zaken die komen 
kijken bij het doen van onderzoek. Ook jouw hulp bij mijn eerste experiment was 
onmisbaar. Ik ga het kletsen over computers en nieuwsgroepen missen. 
 
Marjan en Denise, bedankt voor jullie hulp bij het Western Blotten.  
 
Ook wil ik mijn studenten Yana (nee, de CatWalk maak je niet schoon met een 
schuursponsje) en Lieve bedanken voor hun inbreng en inzet. Het was leuk om 
jullie iets te leren. 
 
Paul en Victor, enorm bedankt voor jullie vakkundige en snelle werk. Ik hoefde 
maar te bellen en binnen 2 weken werden de electroden persoonlijk langs 
gebracht (wat een service)! 
 
Dan zijn er ook nog de mensen die me hebben gesteund, buiten het werk om. 
Tim en Aggie, als ik mezelf ter adoptie zou opgeven, zou ik willen dat jullie mij 
adopteren. In zekere zin hebben jullie dat ook gedaan. Al vanaf het begin ben ik 
“kind aan huis” bij jullie. Door al het plezier, de etentjes (beenham rules), de 
wijntjes (Pineaud rules meer), maar ook de discussies over onderzoek hebben het 
mij allemaal een stuk makkelijker gemaakt. Aggie, door jouw vrolijke drukte en 
ondernemende geest was er altijd wat te beleven met jou. Over jouw achternaam 
worden het we het nog wel eens. Lubje, bedankt voor alle jaren van steun, lol en 
liefde.  
 
Woutje, bedankt dat je altijd bleef bellen. Jij was er vanaf het eerste uur bij. 
Ondanks dat je in Eindhoven zit heb je me altijd weten op te vrolijken met jouw 
geniale humor. Tnx voor alles! 
 
Juur en Mar (en tegenwoordig ook Philomijn), jullie hebben niks met onderzoek, 
maar wilden altijd precies weten waar ik mee bezig was. Daarnaast wisten jullie 
mij altijd weer energie te geven na een weekendje Amsterdam. Ik hou van jullie. 
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Bousie, bedankt voor het leren banden plakken. Ik heb er veel profijt van gehad. 
 
Rik, Thieu en Maarten. Tnx voor alle mooie momenten in Amsterdam en Alanya. 
 
Yvonne, bedankt dat je me de ruimte gaf om aan mijn boekje te werken. 
 
Ook wil ik Marc, Jurren, Morten, Jet, Marieke, Jerome en Roel bedanken. Zij 
hebben mij het enthousiasme voor het onderzoek bijgebracht. 
 
Piet, Gerry, Michiel, Jeroen en Linda, bedankt voor alles. Ook al weet ik niks van 
voetbal, toch mag ik bij jullie over de vloer komen. Nu ik wat meer tijd heb, hoop 
ik dat de bezoekjes aan Rijkevoort, Deventer en Den Haag in frequentie zullen 
toenemen. 
 
Lieve papsie en mamsie, bedankt voor alles wat jullie voor mij hebben gedaan. 
Het is heerlijk om te weten dat ik altijd kan rekenen op jullie liefde, plezier en 
advies. Super bedankt voor jullie steun in de keuzes die ik heb gemaakt. Ik hou 
van jullie! 
 
Janneke, superbabe, bedankt voor al je geduld, hulp en steun. Jij kan mij altijd 
laten lachen. Zonder jou was het allemaal veel minder makkelijk geweest. Tnx 
lief! 
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